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TENNESSEE HITS
ST. LOUIS BRIDGE
Roustabouts May. be Drowned
as Far as Known

S.

WEATHER FORECAST.
••••••••-••••••••

10 CENTS PER WEEK

MOB FORMS AT NEW ORLEANS
CITY'S WITNESS
CASKET AND HUMAN BONES
TO LYNCH BLACK HAND
EXHUMED BY SEWER DIGGERS MAY NOT APPEAR
1!YOUNG MAN FROM MISItitAY
WAS ASSAULTED ON TRAIN.

Cemetery Was Located in Vicinity of Tenth and Madison
Streets Before War, Then
Far Out of Limits of City--Old Grave Digger Recalls
Fact This Morning

Rumor That Boyle Case Will
Not be Tried Tomorrow:

COURT HOUSE SHOWS
MATRIMONY IN TWO
DIFFERENT ASPECTS
Front and rear views of the
county court house show no difference, yet this old building is a
veritable Dr. Jekyl and Mr.
Hyde. Over the Sixth street door
an inscription of "Bliss" might
appropriately be written; while
over the Seventh street door the
antonym of that inscription
should
be written, -Misery."
Divorce suits and marriage licenses have kept clerks unusually busy at the court house in
the last two days. 'lime county
clerk's office is on the Sixth
atreet end, where wedded bliss
Is found through the marriage
licensee issued.
The circuit
clerk's office iii. at the other end,
where the suits for divorce are
filed. Six marriage licenses have
been issued and three suits for
divorce have been filed.

Militia Called Out to Protect

Mysteriously assaulted while comMurderers of Lantana Boy
ing to the city last night from Murat
Hahnville, From Excited
ray on the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis railway train, due here at
Citizens.
Who Think They
8:10, Henry Campbell, a young man Young Man Recognized To Testify
Sudden Squall Sends Well Known
Against
Saloonkeeper
May
Murray,
sought
the
of
services of a
Packet Against Pier, Doing
Should be Hanged
Have Left City.
doctor to have his bleeding and
eltich Damage,
bruised face dressed.
He said he
did not know who struck him. Camp
bell was taken to Dr. Vernon Blytheas
Convictions Without Capital
CASE CALLED FOR MORNING
BOAT WAS TIED UP AT PADUCAH.
office last night by a stranger, who
ROUGH; PLAIN BOX UNtX)VERED. sympathized with his plight. After
Punishment Meted Out to
his injuries were dressed he went in
Italians Who Conspired to
C! J WIC
seach of a hotel.
C
Rumors are rife on the streets toSt. Louis, July 1191— Some deckwitnessKidnap and Kill the Son of
day that one of the principal
Workmen, digging the trench for
hands may have lost their lives when
Partly
cloudy with occasional
•
Little Girl Is Recovering.
es for the prosecution in the case of
dashad thunder showers tonight or Saturday. the sewer al, Tenth and Madison
the boat Tennessee was
Their
Sharpe, Ky., July 19.—(Special) Hugh Bo)-}e, the Fourth street and
Countryman
against the east pier -of the Eads Highest temperature yesterday, 90; streets, tinearthed a coffin this morn- —The six-year-old daughter of Lloyd
keeper,
ing. Yesterday afternoon about quit- Gaheen, is resting comfortably today, Kentucky avenue saloon
bridge yesterday afternoon
in a lowest today, 72.,
selling, will be
ting time Charlie Tyler, one of the and recovering from the bite of a charged with Sunday
storm. Deck-hands who escaped by
in
toEN:LING 18 CALMING DOWN.
eorkmen struck a box and remarked poisonous spider Wednesday night. missing when the case is called
clinging to the arch framework of
the police court tomorrow. This case
the bridge and climbieg up to the
he believed he had struck a dead Her face is badly swollen, but Dr.
GOOD IDEA.
tomorrow mornwas
until
continued
Washington, July 19.—The
man. This morning when work was Eddleman thinks she will soon be
railroad track, say they saw several
ing by the defense. At the time the
navy departmeat has received a
resumed the coffin was brought to out.
inen enecked overboard,
Hahnville, La., July 19.—Two corn
warrant was sworn out, it was statTwo holes were knocked in the
letter train a Californian, noting
the iturface. The casket was nothins
panies of militia were ordered here
that Chief of Police Collins had
ed
hull, which partially filled with wathat the government can fine
more than a box of heavy lumber ati!
to protect from threatened lynching
examined witnesses and secured a
ter before pumps could be put to
the Standard 011 trust twentyin a box with sides and bottom two
four Italians—Campisciana,
Mrs.
positive statement from a young
work. The left side of the texas of
nine million dollars, and suginches thick.
Campiaciana, Tony Costa and Frank
man that he purchased liquor in a
the boat and 30 feet of the sidegesting that the money be used
Considerable excitement was creGendusa—convicted "without capital
room over Boyle's saloon last Sunguards were swept away and it was
In constructing five battleships
ated over the find, but on opening
punishment," of complicity in
the
day. This was one of the young men
otherwise damaged.
to be named Rogers, John D.
only a few bones were found. Inmurder of little Walter Lamana, of
whom Chief Collins is said to have
The
No passengers were aboard.
Lucas, colored.
Rockefeller, John Doe, Judge
Bill
quiry from
New Orleans, who was kidnaped and
seen go up the stairway, leading to
Tennessee was enroute to Mound City
Landis and Millionaire.
He
brought forth the information that a
strangled about a month ago.
the rooms in question. These witnessto take freight for Kansas City,
concluded, "If these are , not
cemetery was located there before
Mob From New Orleans,
es were recognized to appear tomorwhen it was struck by the storm, _enough fine John D. some more."
Tonsorial Artists row morning. It is said that today of- Fire, Originating in Kitchen, Hahnville, La., July 19.—The verthe Civil war and when Paducah was
about three boat lengths above the
a h'amiet. Lucas dug graves there
Causes Exciting Time While dict in the case was reached Just beof the police department are
Will Ascertain By What ficers
Lads bridge. It bad passed under the
JANUARY OUT.
and remembers that when Tenth
fore dark last night after the jury
inquiring as to the whereabouts on
bridge between the middle and the
Department
iS
Work
i
ng--Kansas City, July 19.—Wila
street was graded and graveled
had been out 45 minutes and at the
witnesses.
one
of
these
Authority State Examiners
two east piers.
liam January, of Charles Anderby
number of caskets were found
close of a four days' trial, full of exSave
The
House
The wind drove the boat over to
son, as he is kpown here, was
eorkmen. As far as could be ascercitement. An hour afterward it was
Collect From Them
Double Wedding at Bandana.
the east shore against the piling of
released from the federal prison
tained no one has been buried there
reported that preparations for a
19, (Special.)—A
July
Bandana,
the elevator just north of the bridge.
at Leavenworth this morning,
since the Civil war.
lynching were underway. Lynching
double wedding will take place hare
Reboundlug, it swung out into the
and arrived home. January eFtSunday morning at 14 o'clock. Miss NEIGHBOR SLIGHTLY DAMAGED. reports appeared as far as New Orcurrent and was driven broadside
especl from prison after leading
JAIL BREAKER IS ARRESTED. PADUCAH SHOPS HAVE PAID. Edith Matlock and Mr. Charlie Flantwenty miles_ aw-ay, autt-local
against the east pier. All who conid
an exemplary life for years, and
officers were apprehensive that a
1104. and Miss Nora Barlow and Mr.
seize the frame work before the boat
was rearrested and returned.
party might be made up in that ray
[Maids Mau With Three Negroes,
Ernest Nohl will be married. Both
swung away dld so. As the boat driftThree hundred
dollars damage. to aid in such an attempt,
He was pertained by President
Tunneled Way Out of Prison.
Lexington barbers were granted a of the brides-to-be are popular young fully
ed from under them some were left
covered by insurance, was done
Roosevelt.
Quieting Down.
hanging down toward the water from
tempdrary
order
restraining the women of this place and are from the residence of Captain William
New Orleans, July 19.—The first
Pa.,
July
Pittsburg,
19.—J,
C.
Flanigan
Mr.
prominent
families.,
to
managed
the tubing, but they
Board of Barber Examiners -tram im2-CENT RATE.
Farrin, 25 years old, a member of a posing and collecting a license tax is connected with the tobacco factory Kraus, 332 South Fourth street, this spasm of indignation over giving life
draw themselvesi up and gain a footCh lettere, July 19.— Central
wealthy Cairo, Ills family, was ar- yesterday by Judge Watts Parker. In La C,enter and is a hustling young morning at 2 o'clock. The fire orig- sentences to four Italians convictal
ing.
and western state*, which recentrested
today while selling a carload The barbers clubbed together to fight business man. Mr. Nohl is a native inated In the kitchen, presumably of kidnaping and murdering the Lathe
span
swinging
through
After
ly enacted two cent rate laws,
of
peaches
in the Pittsburg produce the case and the suit is brought o° Tennessee and is a telephone man from the stove, and the intense heat ntana boy, has passed, and it is now
-the boat was driven, now without a
and crackling of the flames awakened thought there will be no more trot'.
will hereafter have the benefit of
yards. He is wanted in Arcadia, Fla. against William F. Brown, Waiter
pilot toward a ferry boat lying just
interstate
rates between all
members of the family to their dan- lee. Troops are on guard at Hahnfor breaking out of tete De Soto coun- Frakee and John Young, members of
.below the bridge at the east side. It
in the different states.
ger.
Ville, where the Italians are imprisPointe
negroes
with
taking
three
ty
jail,
but
boat,
ferry
raked
the
struck and
the board by appointment by the govThe rate became effective last
Several alarms were turned in and nned, and every effort will be made
him.
did not drag It from ite moorings.
ernor.
Frakes
is
a
barber
in
this
atidnight. St. Paul, Minneapolis.
all companies answered. The tire to prevent a lynching.
Three years ago ?main cut a -wide city and recently returned from a trip
Swinging out again later the curKansas; City, and 'Otouthit are
had gained considerable
headway
swath at Florida winter resorts, and through the state, but this morning
rent the boat drifted down stream.
among the first cities to enjoy
but
by
prompt
work
was
kept
from COUNTY TEACHERS ARE
out
from
left
several
put
to
have
places
Hazard
is
said
Susie
The tug
was the first he had heard of any
the new rates. They will procure
spreading. The kitchen was destroyTAKING EXAMINATIONS.
without. paying his bills. He was ar- such actioon. He is expecting to rethe we .lore, overtook it and towed
tickets for two cents a mile from
ed with all furniture, and is fully
rested in Arcadia on February 15 ceive notice of the suit today. Acit in.
today on.
covered by insurance
This afternoon County Superinand put in jail. With a piece of iron cording to Frakes• statement, about
Pilot Burbeach. Who was in charge
Flames spread to the residence of tendent 5, J. Billington is holdng exof the boat, saki -he did not know
bar and a pen knife, and the assist- 20 of the barbers in Lexington re- Proposition -of Aldermen to
HANGED IN EFFIGY.
Mr, Oscar Kahn, the lawyer, who re- aminations for county school teachmans men were aboard, nor weether
ance of three negroes, he began to fused to pay the license last year and
Place One at Fourth Street sides next door, but only a portion of ers'
Findlay, 0., July 19.— Clem
any had been drowned.
After three
of
prison.
tunnel
out
certificates and the examinations
were cited.
Smith, of Van Buren, was tarred
Jack Leonard, the first mate, was
seeks of work they effected their esand Broadway to Clear Way the cornice was damaged. His loss will be continued throughout tomor
Local barbers have all paid the lirhiden on a
and
feathered
and
will amount to but a few dollars, taw. Those taking them are Meesars.
one of those who went overboard. He
Everglade swamp. cense for this year
cape into the
and they had
rail and driven half-Had from
fully covered by insurance.
Department
For
was rescued.
weeks,
wandered
three
where
they
J. W. Hughes, C. Lamb, Claude ahem
heard nothing of the restraining ortown and hanged in effigy by a
Leonard says he was in the bovr of
well, Clifton Reeves, Clyite, Edwards.
living on roots and dodging., aliga- der. They will a
every
ahaoet
Of
mob
reimposed
robabiy
wait
to
see
Labor Men Score (Atone Work.
the boat when it struck. He thought
Misses Pearl Myles Etta Ware, Certors. Finally they emerged near a the result of the case and not take
night.
village
last.
the
in
man
Racine, Wis., July 19.—The fif- tie Nicholson, Gracey Hughes, Urey
its was going to Mak and jumped
party
separated
and
railroad.
The
with
bulriddled
immediate action.
The effigy was
(-IllaSis W4)01) LIKES THE IDEA. teenth annual convention of the Wisoverboard and swain down stream an
Stone and Annabel Acker.
Farrin came to Pittsburg and selets. Smith's alleged offense was
The contention of the barbers is
consin State Federatien of Labor opill -he was picked up by a tug.
wholesale
with
a
On the third Friday and Saturday
a
position
cured
boys.
pintail
mistreatment
of
grounds;
based
on
three
That
the
law
ened here today as did the first an- in August the last
First reports were to the effec'
produce house
examinations for
•
Is
unconstitutional,
inasmuch as it
nual meeting of the Wisconsin State county school teachers'
tbat the boat had sunk with a ens
Farrin made many friends here seeks to impose a license tax on lacertificates
It is forethought on Alderman Ed
FLYER WRECKED.
annual re- will be
Blue
Label
league.
In
the
000. cargo. The newspapers got out
held.
end, he KO'S, is engaged to a Pitts- bor; that ten days' notice was not D. Hannan's part that a fire alarm
19.— The
Elmira.
N.
Y.,
July
created
export
of
Frederick Brockhausen of
extras to that effect ante
Beginning July 22nd the annual
burg -girl, who, he fears, will refuse given, as is required by the law, and "joker" should be placed at Fourth Milwaukee, secretary of the federaNew York and Cleveland flyer on
eitement in the city.
county,iustitute
will be belt] at the
to marry elm now.
switch
a
warn
the
with
Broadway
to
_
street
and
Erie
collided
the
that barbers who practiced their
tion of labor, figures were given
The Tennesece was built for the
engine here today, causing a bad
crowds at this corner. When he an: showing dangers of coolie lab'or and court house, Prof. T. J. Coats, intrade
three
years
before
the
passage
River"PickTennessee
and
Louis
St.
emashup. No one was killed, hut
ACTS SAMARITAN; GETS' WAIFS. of the act are exempt from its pro- noiinced his plan to the aldermen it that Hindoo and Chinese laborers. as structnr. s et company, hut WaS sold a year ago
injured.
were
several
met with unanimous approval and British subjects, ente rthis 'country
visions.
and replaced by the Kentucky. She
WOMAN KILLED IN CHURCH.
Wisconsin Farmer Shelters Man,
his motion that it be refeea0 to the and by working for a mere pittance,
•
Is well known here.
11()TTOM OF LAKE.
Woman and tittle Ones.
HOT WEATHER DIET KILLS PIER joint fire and police committee with undermine conditions of the laboring
Bolt flits Steeple of Edifice (0 Bracy.
Lima, 0., July 19.—Entwined
power to act was passed.
Ripon, Wis., July 1 e.—iared Peterclasses.
,
GIRL IN SNA Ku.FirrrE N
roe, 0., and Strikes Crowd.
in
each other's arms in a death
Paducah is growing rapidly and
son, a farmer, living three miles north Ice Water, Ham, Cabbage, Ice Cream,
BUT IS RECOVERING NOW
struggle, the bodice of Jarvis Dasince the cars meet at this intersec- FIERCE CRITICISM FOR MAN
nt here, is wondering whether it pays
Cucumbers, and C'andy.
--Bucrrus, 0.. July 19—While
vis and Mies Docia Verbryke
tion it is continually crowded during
19—(Special) MAME CORELLI.
FROM
Melber. July
to be a good samaritan. A man and
of
standing in church last evening, talkfound at the bottom
were
the
part
of
the
early
the
day
and
yesberries
New
York,
July
19.—
MargaMrs.
woman came to the Peterson farm,
While out picking black
ing with the minister and her hueMcCullough's lake today. They
London, July 19.— This is Marie
terday afternoon about 1 o'clock with
accompanied by five children, rang- ret Whitaker, 36 years of age, drank night. Alderman Hannan was para
night
in
bet
boating
44
went
with the "joker" a Coreill'a latest criticism of the other band, Mrs Harry Miller, aged
struck
the
ticularly
Ettle-Jatist,
ire
she
draughts
of
water
as
great
girls,
Miss
mouths
to
5
years.
ing
in
age
from
8
of
party
a
years, was struck dead by lightning.
craft. which capsize(l.
and
street
Jefferson
avenue
at
her
Fourth
the
introductory
berries
house
at
138
contained
in
canned
ex,
daughter of Josh Rust, a well known
the
night.
The
asked
shelter
for
They
The bolt hit the steeple on the church
when he attended the National Plumb note of a new volume of stories:
farmer of this; pee, was bitten on
nayfarers were given a bountiful sap- West Thaty-seconi street today.
ET.
K
MARK
fi
RAIN
Then she had ham and cabbage, era' association in Louisville, an he
"They have not either.the courage and ran down to the central chandeher. Left foot by a poisonous snake
per
were
given
anti the children
lier. Mrs. Miller, surrounded
CineinnetL Jàly 19.—Wheat,
by
Miss Rust had no weaning and dS1
places to steep in the house, while sliced encumbers, and more Ice wa- witnessed a crowded street cleared or intelligence to fight the world for friends, stood under the chandelier,
9:1;; corn, 57; Oats, 4S3
ahe
fierce
the
evening,
with
of
the
fire
departand,
seeing
supper.
In
approach
themselves,
ter
for
before
the
not know a snake was near until lee
the man and wife were allotted to the
and the bolt, attracted by her metalfelt a keen pain in her foot. She was
barn. The man and woman unos- Nellie, her pet bulldog, she we.nt out ment. He informed Fire Chief Wood heat of competition in every branch rimmed glasses, descended upon her.
CASH.
HARGIS
behind
Dr. E. E. Davis
taken home and
tentatiously departed In the night,;for a stroll and had some ice cream of his plan hod a letter was written of labor, they gladly sneak
The lightning ran down through the
Randy Hook, July 19.-L-Judge
dressed the foot. Today It is swollen
to a firm, and a gong sufficiently loud woman's petticoats to escape the
leaving their brood soundly sleeping soda and randy.
floor, leaving a small hole. No mark
about
Moody today refused to grant a
awakened
her
hinfband
general
She
$150
fray.
squares,
for
hitt no had tesults are anticapated.
several
heard
to
be
In Mr. Peterson's beds. The chilwas left upon the victim, but all methim may be purchased. This preparation
change of venue in the Hargis
"When they have secured the ignodren ay their parents live In Ger- 1 o'clock thte morning and told
al
eyelets in her shoes were torn out
refirst
county,
as
great
pain.
her
ambition
they
He gave
ease to Breathitt
will undoubtedly Save some one's ble end of their
many and cannot telt who the people she was in
and wom- and other metal melted.
Barwork
called
in
Dr.
woman's
whisky
and
run
down
some
quested by the commonwealth.
corner
to
run
dangerous
it
is
a
lift
ail
were with whom they traveled.
rett, who had Mrs. Whitaker remov- at full speed, and with the crowds an's privileges, then woman's attainThe judge said he would now all
--comto
court
the
of
resource.
ed to Bellevue hospital. There she given ample warning to clear the ments and woman's honor."
Boys Released on Chance.
ptomaine pottioning within street, several minutes may be saved
pel attendence of the ernilvason.
Dennis Loving and Ernest Pryor, died of
Jumps From Twelfth Floor.
hour.
an
half
stealth's witnesses. The work
by the department. In answering the
colored, about 16 years, were dismissChicago. July 19.—Henry Berg, a
of securing a jury is progressed this morning of the charge of
alarm.
retired grocer, committed suicide to
J. W. Hedges Serlottely III.
ing.
breaking Into the grocery store of
j W. Hedges, the plasterer
day by throwing himself over the
at
Tenth
Hite,
and
Husbands
Lee
BIG SHORTAGE FOUND.
Seoul., Korea, July 19 -- Emperor
railing on the twelfth floor of the
was seriously Ill for a time yesterday
GEORGIA VICTIM.
streets, more than a year ago.
Ti Hyoung, formally abdicated KoSouth
home.
521
his
at
Chamber of Commerce building. Berg
afternoon
l9.—MI(1011pJuly
Reston,
He
today
In Books of Municipal Court Clerk was a consumptive and had been in
rean throne at 11 o'cloek
Sixth street, of palpitation of the
InNew York, July 19.— Wall street
today
from
Finds
Relief,
died
Volt
Cruse
New
man
at Milwaukee.
eirpreased regret in parting Winds to
a despondent mood for some time gossip is to the effect that directors
New York, July 19.— New York heart. Doctors were called and soon
juries received in Moallayai exhis people, that the national calamipast. He read a story In the morn- of the steel corporation will deviatet
battleship
the
enjoyed a slight relief today front had him out of danger. Today he is
on
Wootton
ties have marked his entiraa44 years'
Milwaukee, Wis, July 19.--Ata ing paper of the suicide lest night. of the resignation of President Ce .
resting comfortably. Mr. Hedges
of
tenth
Mattering
weather.
Thouttandt
the
is
the
Cruse
Georgia.
the
!Minster
to
reign. His decigion
countants who have been examining Anna Normoyie who killed herself by Corey's husiness associates cads
in
parks' last has not been in the best of health for
slept on roofs and
those in the turet to succumb.
'throne was due tO his conviction that
the city's books and eccounts, report jumping from the fifteenth floor of Ms winalags in recent
years.
several
Wall' etreet
and
night
Kentucky
Cruse was born in
no -other means eXiated of relieving
the embezzlement of 929.575 by the the Masonic Temple, and it Is thought operations from ten to thirty
milNeappoined to the navy from
his country of distress. It Is wirerclerk of the municipal court.
The the accoant gave, him the motive for lions, and explain that he doer* not
III
candidates
a
braska.
tale which of three
report will be submitted to the coun- a quick death.
care a snap of his fingers for his
succeed him.
cil finance committee this afternoon.
$100,000- a year job.
HA YyToOD CASE.
--------- —
Wholesale Grocers Adjourn.
Jt‘ly 19.—When court
Sheriffs Score Inebriate Law.
Death Lurks in ('up Necklace.
Baltimore. Md., July 19 --With END PORTUGAL'S PEERS HoURE
Haywood
tlw
In
today
opened
Cedar Rapids. la., July . 19.--FlfCarmi, Ill., July It.— Miss Ella the re-electing of Mr, .1.
Van loose
murder trial, .Tudge Wood anty counties of the state are repreYates, Di years old, today found a of Birmingham, Ala
t
t e preal- Premier Franco laves Carlow to
poetpiesement until 2
mu
nounced
of
convention
annual
the
sented in
Abolish Upper Chamber.
(until ere store, Broadway box of bright dynamite caps and Pre- dency, following it ong, bitter and
(Heaves'
afternoon
in
order
liarbernia
Drain,
colored.
:15
at
years
this
lichees
which
the State Sheriff association,
pared to make a necklace of them. aeriMonious debate. It which personironworking
at
the
Madrid,
July 19.-- A speelal dir
was
to
woman
Which
time
in
The
more
give
to
old, le.dead, the result of a murderbegan -here today and continues toViith a knitting
needle she under- alities were tnduig
in freely, the patch received here from Lisbon
ing board Mondia when Walter Kelecomple.te the examination of aumorrow. The inebriate law, f the
ous attack made on her in Chicago
ttIok to pieree one, when it exploded, sixteenth anhual onsention of the says that Premier Fritter) has recomthorities. At (het hoar he said
ley, watching his chance. stole her tearing off her hand and probably
state was denounced as one of the
fa- Southern Wholesa • Grocers' IIEROC111 mended to King Carlos that he bum'
by a young negro, Waiter Kelley. imrse
arrest the womThreatening
announce
ready
to
be
was
he'
might
which
laws
most harmful freak
tally injuring her.
ran
door
The
boy
(ion was brought to a close this af- a decree abolishing the present forthe
She
Monday
afternoon.
lived
for
Colorado
deonly
a
started
on
the
an
his decision
ever attired on the 'Statute - books.
tugueee house Of peers, substituting
ternoon at 4 o'clock. •
few moments after the attacia b end ahead of her and as she was leaving
portation cases.
Warden Barr of the state reforMatotherefor an elected senate, The PreMarriage Lief-notes.
he began to tibOot. Two
her
brought
to
body
was
Pedueah
house,
attempts
the
the
Anamois
detailed
at
,ry
Ernest Nall to Nora Barlow.
right
There are 241,00O letters posted Inlets teas import to procure an upIn
the
one
effect.
7
45
this,
morning
at
o'clock
arrived
took
Rehimpf
for
that.
!netttoday
&hate
at
Henry
made
which ere being
Charlie Tbainkin to Edith Mat- Without addresses In England every air chaniber favorable to the governShe
thtion to reform eneteed of punish from New Orleans to attend the burial. The woman was the wife of ballet end one in the right side.
ment
year.
Tom' Drain, who for years was porter lived ten Minute!: The boy escaped lack.
funeral of Me E Rehkopf.
wrongdoers

FLAMES AWAKE
KRAUS' FAMILY

BARBERS ENJOIN
LICENSE BOARD
Lekington

v•

PURCHASE JOKER
TO WARN PEOPLE

4

I. 0

EMPEROR 111 SAYS
HE IS VERY SORRY

•

St

COREY DOES NOT
NEED MEASLY SUM

Harbernia Drain Shot and Killed
By Young Sneak Thief in Chicago

•

-

-

411004410.0 •*

Ir• It•1147.11.-f 111F

PAGE TWO

THE PADUCAtt'EVENIN6 STY.

Mr. Schillo Testifies.
644 Park Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
Gentlemen -With the greatest of
pleasure, I let you know that two
boxes of Lantz's Red Kidney Pinets
cured me entirely. I had kidney troubles for over a year, and I am sincerely thankful for the relief I have
obtained through your Pinets in such
a short time. They will always be in
my home hereafter.
(Signed)
JOHN -SCHILLO.

ERMA

zurLir sp. •

BLOOMER GIRLS

done for me. If you want to send a
few samples, I will gladly give them
to my friends and customers. I have
not taken any Fillets for three weeks,
but am as well as twenty years ago.
(Signed)
JOHN SCIIILLO.
What Lantz's Red Kidney Pi!lets
have done for Mr. Sentllo they will
do for you.

and probably the fastest mile over
any trick in the country to slate, was
paced by the chestnut gelding, Ha:
C. in 2:05 1-4 today, whelp he worked in 2:04 1-2, he made the last
WILL PLAY INDEPENDENTS TO- quarter in 29 seconds, The next heat
was timed in 2:08 3-4, with the
MORROW AND SUNDAY.
11nal half in 1:01 3-4.
Big Game Scheduled for Wallace
Park-Scores in Big League
Baseball Gaines.

They not only heal the kidneys, but
they cleanse the blood and keep it
P. S.-Will gladly give reference if
pure.
Called upon,
Lantz's Red`Kidney Fillets are sold
February 12, 1907.
under a positive guarantee which apYou may use my letter and name as pears in each box. Your money will
you please, as I want others to know be cheerfully refunded if they
fall
what Lantz's Red Kidney Pinets have short of our promises.

001.108.111104100414000•00P0.0pP000
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"If it is good, it's from Marks-if it is from Marks, it's good."

Just a Few Days More of

MARKS' FORCED SALT
Contractors are preparing plans and will begin August 1st tran
sforming our store into a modern up-to-date business house.
We have too much stock. It must be reduced.
We prefer giving you all the profits, and in many instances a part
of the cost, too, rather than risk damage in moving and extra expe
nse
involved.
Here are instances of Unusual Price-cutting that should appe
al
to you.'

The "Bloomer Girls" against the
River Report.
John Hollan Independents, is the bill
iro ............26.6 1.1 rise
for Saturday and Sunday at Wallace Chattanooga ..
.... 6.2
fall
park ball grounds, and fans will Cincinnati .....
...18.5 0.8 fall
doubtless turn out in full force to Zivansville .....
...15.5 0.8 rise
witness the unique game.
The Florence
4.3
fall
"Bloomer Girls" have played Padu- Johnsonville
6.5 1.1 rise
cah several times, and in every in- Louisville
7.8
fall
stance have proven a drawing feat- Mt. Carmel
8.6 0.4 rise
ure. Last year the L. A. L. team Nashville
. 8.0 0.2 fail
Sent down in defeat before them, but Pittsburg ..
-13.4 3.9" rise
Manager Holton believes that he has St. Louis
25.0 0.9 rise
a team that will give the Girls a Mt. Vernon
14.6 0.9 rise
If you have never used these Fillets, we will gladly give'You
a two days' hard run for honors
aducah
.
trial treatment free.
.14.2 1.0 rise
Holten
will work Chief Lloyd.
Gilbert's Drug Store,
Fourth mud Broadway.
"Dutch" Dicke, "Dutch" Robertson
A squall struck the river yesterand other local stars. He has con- day afternoon ehortly
before 6
Men's Suits
gregated a strong team, and while he o'clock, breaking the pole that holds
Shoes
Men's Pants
has not announced his batteries defi- the dry docks out in the river, and
nitely, Arnold will doubtless pitch blowing the fleet to the bank. Nq
$8.50 and $10.00 kind
Men's all leathey $2.00
the Sunday game and either Dicke
or damage was done by the wind though
two towboats were propped up on
Hart the Saturday game,
kinds
-AT
Buys' $2,00 oneit.
the dry docks. The men had
quit
KOREAN EMPEROR SI RRENDERS
work at 5 o'clock, but a small
Land
a
Star.
crew
HIS THRONE.
$1.65
$12.00 quality
Grover Land, who is doing the was at work on the Nellie. Simultaneous almost with the squall that
bulk of catching for
$2.25
good
s
the
Toled
Buys
o
' $2.50 goods
8:15
struck Paducah, a strong wind blew
American Association team is
fast
Pressure of Mikado's Gatvernment developing into a big league star. He the Tennessee against Eads bridge at
has been batting better than ever, St. Louis,
Forces Him To Retire After
$13.50 values
The Lee line may have to enter a
$2.50 values
and is doing perfect work behind
Hague Incident.
Buys' $3.00 values
the third boat
in the Memphis-Cincinbat. The Toledo team is on top
in nati
trade to handle the business. On
club standing, and fans in that
city the
arrival of the Georgia Lee here
show decided favor towards Land
In the
in
$15.00 goods
last evening, every berth was taken
Tokio, July 19.- Dispatches from preference to Abbott
$3.00 qualities
Buys' $4.00 qualities
, the big league
and cots were scattered all over the
Seoul says the emperor convened the catcher.
decks. Twenty Paducah passengers
elder statesmen at 1 o'clock this
could get nothing better than cots.
morning. Cabinet ministers waited in
75c Shirts, coat style
National League.
The packet has slightly more than
an adjoining room while the emperor
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
R H Z 200 persons aboard
conferred with the elder statesmen.
. If these packets
Boston
Rubber Collars
0 6 1 are crowded when they
15c Sox, 2 pair for
reach Cairo,
After a two hours' conference his Chicago
"QUEEN'S EVIDENCE"
2 6 2 as ethey have been
$1..-25 Suit Cases
so
far,
majesty finally yielded and made up
it
means
Batteries--Overall
and
Moran; that Paducah and all
his mind to abdicate.
other point,
Flaherty and Needham.
above can ggt no accommodations,
It was decided to hold the abdicaor
t tirtain
at best have to shift in cots. With
tion ceremony at 10 o'clock this
a
R H g good stage of the
Prices 10c and 20c
morning.
river indicated for
New York .
4 9 0 some time to come,
this line would
Much unrest prevails about the ,Pfitsburg
2 5 1 make money by enteri
Ammaimmii palace
ng a third boat.
Batteries--Wilste and Bowerman;
and at another place a crowd
The Jim Lee, a fine side-wheel boat,
of 2,000 is assembled. A portion of Leever, Duggieby and Gibson.
would relieve the situation, If she
Clieeefuluess,
this crowd assaulted the office of the
could be spared from other lines.
-De-net-look-for wrong or ern
Daily Kokumlei, but the mob was disRHE Captain Phillips, the local
You will. find them if you do:
agent, will
persed before heavy damage was in- Brooklyn
3 6 2 lay the situation in Paduc
As you measure to your neighbor
ah before
St. Louis
flicted.
2
5
0
the officers of the company. Alread
He will measure back to you.
y
Batteries-Scanlon and
Bergen; he has aver 40 berths
engaged for
WANTED-50 boys, aged from 15 Walters and Marshall.
week after next. A party of 14 will
Look for goodness, look for gladness,
to 20, at once. Mergenthaler-Horton
come from Dresden, Tenn. Many parYou will meet them al the while;
Philadelphia and Cincinnati (rain),
Basket Co.
ties have come from the surrounding
If you bring a smiling visage
DO game.
small towns.
To the glass, you meet a smile.
•
--First Tourist- What are you writ
The phenomenal passenger busi-Alice Cary,
ON JVIARKET SQUARE
Ameri
can League.
ing down? Second Tourist- I'm
ness has been enjoyed by all the lines
RH
E
makin
g a note of a few things that
The Kentucky brought in nine roundThe church will not make a new
Chicago
2 6 4 trippers last night, who
world until it is willing to mix with have made an indellible impression New York
came up from
11 16 1 Murray last week
upon my memory, so I shan't forge
to take the Tenthe old one.
Batteries-White, Feine; Sullivan
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
them.-Chicago Journal.
nessee river trip. Low water is the
and McFarland; Newton and ThomPalmer-P. L. Gerley, St. Louis;
only thing that will stop the busness
as.
for the Chattanooga packets, and the J. L. Givens, Middlesboro; J. M.
many other
er
w,iptiaeihnfumloasn
Evansville and Cairo line is doing as McCandless, Memphis; J. J. Jones,
t dmso
etn'hoettrs
s Second game:
Murray; C. C. Park, Metropolis; M.
well.
Chicago
0 2 3
Reports show the big rise of , 17 E. Gifford, Cleveland, 0.; J. CnIP,
er, can be avoided by the
Mound City, Ill.; J. T. Gardiner, New
use of New York
4 4 0
211-213 S. Third St.
at Pittsburg
yesterday.
This
"Makes Frigid." This great remedy Batteries- Walsh and Sullivan; feet
Paducah, Ky.
means good water for several weeks York; 1-1,, T. Hollingshead, Chicago;
Orth and Kleinow.
R.
C.
Clari,
Louisv
ille;
tisheamGojilr-soeungdhtothweoirmtn
Max
with
the prospect of more rain. The
en40sctaer2,tiitnal
Tennessee river is coming up and New York; J. Lb eat, Leitchfield,
St. Louis and Boston (rain) no
Mass.; Dr. G. W. Garter, Plain View.
not a single packet
4 has quit from
1
ordeal with safety and no pain. game,
Belvedere-Guy Hollingsworth, St.
low water this yea". They may be
1 No woman who uses''Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
able to run until the fall rise insures Louis; G. V. Johnson, Cincinnati; A.
G. White, Louisville; H. M. Harrts,
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordea
R H E good water until next spring
. The .Morga
l of its horror Cleveland
nfield; H. Kinhinsted, Chica0 g 0 river rose 1 foot here
and insures safety to life of mother and child,
since
yesterand leaves her in Philadelphia
go; W. P. Suilth, Louisville; S. Bren5 12 1 day. The stage this morni
ng was
General Supplies and Repairs
a condition am-re favorable to speedy recovery.
Batteries- Rhoades, Hess, Bern14.2, after a rainfall of .14 Inches. ner, New York.
The child is hardt.
also healthy, strong and
C:arke and Bemis; Bender The
New
Richm
ondMrs.
B
stage on July 19 last sear was
i;eneral agents gasoline launches. Boats
and Powers.
Cooke, Coniersville, Tenn.; J.
good natured. Our book
8.0.
for excursion parties,
hunting trips, etc. Licensed operator.
The Nellie looked like a pig that Chapman, Mayfield; R. A. Robertson,
"Motherhood," is worth
Golcon
da, Ill.; J. Briggs, Memphis;
R H E had been wallowing
in the mire when .1,
its weight in gold to every
Detroit
L. Barnett, Murray; Otis Davis,
•
5 10 2 first raised from Clerk'
Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger
river.
s
UnWashington
Benton; J. B. Hunt, Caruthersville;
's Milir
woman,and will be sent free in plain
2 7 3 der the skillful paint brush
of
FredOld Phone 1113
Batteries- Mullin and Schmidt;
Mo.; M. A. Moore, St. Louis; R. V.
die
envelope by addressing a
Smith,
son
of
captai
the
n, this
application to
Gerhing and Warner.
towboat on the docks looka,as if her Railsbach. Hymera, Ind.; H. B.
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta,64.
first trip was yet to be made. Fred- Pride, Morgantield; J. C. Carter,
Second game:
die Is only 12 years old but has done Pottsville; Jonathan Graham, LexDetroit
ington.
11 IR 0 all the painting on the Nellie and
the
Washington
2 5 3 boat's name on the engine
We have several good driving horses for
room,
sale at reasonable prices and
Batteries-Killian and Payne; PatGoo. W. Katterjohn
'Ordered Out of Town.
painted-by him, would reflect credit
will guarantee them as represented. Cali
(Jima. A. Gardner
ten and Hayden.
and see them.
Residence Phone 1221.
Lillie Campbell, a young woman of
on a veteran painter. The Nellie will
Residence Phone 1347-r-4,
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPAN
the north side who bears a shady
get off the dry docks tomorrow.
Y
I NCOM PON•T to
Mile Record For Year.
The John Hopkins did not arrive reputation, was given orders this
Livery and Bearding Bart
Cleve.
and, July 19.- Fastest mile last night
North Street and kenfreky lam
and probably will skip a morning by Chief of Police James
of the year over the Glenville track,
trip to get on time. The Joe Fowler Collins and Police Judge D. A. Cross
CONTR.ACTORS
ail, arrive this afternoon from Ev- to leave the city at once, and not to
rauitoid and Artificial Stone Curbi
ng and Walks, Cellar Floors,
ansville and return today.
return. She came here over a year
A
Steps and Buttresses,
The Lyda returned from Joppa last ago from Illinois but was hustled
Anything in cement construction we do it.
night with empties and left today for back, and a few months later return
Estimates furnished.
the Cumberland river after ties.
ed.
Since
then
it
is
allege
d she has
/ 4
•
Office 642 Broadway. Phone
The Martha Hennen will leave to- not been conducting herself properly.
113-a.
4'/
day for the Tennessee river after
titan:1 '
•
Cass
i sestialMeal.
ties.
&STA W38E0.401A forgiving disposition is the first
The Fulton returned from Cairo law of
self-preservation.
last night with 15 empties and left
thie morning for Louisville. The Fulton stopped here to get firemen.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW
The Peters Lee will pass down
WHAT IT IS
from Cincinnati for Memphis Saturday afternoon.
The Kentucky is in from the Tennessee river and will leave Saturday
evening on another trip. Lumber six
feet deep on the decks, cattle and
produce made the Kentucky low In
the water. t
The Basis of ReThe Harvester Is at Cincinnati on
the way down with coal for the West
duction
Ketitucky Coal company, and all the
towboats have eine water.
Deduct 20 per cent
.

Cleanse Your Kidneys With
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets.

ABDICATES

FREE SHOW I

$1.35

$4.90

Wallace Park

$1.45

$6.65

$1.65

$1.90

$2.90

Moncrief Stock

$8.50

$1.90

CASINO

$9.75

$2.20

45c

15c

15c

85c

Wend your way Marks-ward --Lots
o
good things worth coming for

MARKS

R
ailmentsAnd
IMG
BREAST
MOTHER'S
FRIEND

GUUnd
Y ertNI
NC
E
& SON
akers and Embalmers
Motor Boat Garage Company

PADUCAH PAVING CO.

Render Coal
Reduced

Lump Nut - -

▪

-

13c
a 12c

There is none better. All
orders appreciated.*
Dealers in New Aetna Blacksmith Coal, $5 a
ton,
and Anthracite Coal, $9.50 a ton.

CENTRAL COAL AND IRON CO.
neer tx.rated.

20 Per Cent
Discount Sale

Asonsmaassommwm,

This is the season when

whisky is used frequently for
medicinal purposes.

from any price you see
on any three piece men's
or young men's fancy,
blue or b12ck suit, or
any child's in our stock,
as for instance :
$10 Suits
15 Stubs
20 Snits
25 Snits
30 Snits

Both Phones 370.

vs'•

35 Stilts

$12
8..0
00
1'6.00
20.00
24
8.00
2.00

dig

Commiasion Appointed.
Springfield. Ill., July 19. -Gover
nor Deneen today appointed John A
Cously, editor and publisher of the
Alton Telegraph, a member of the Illinois civil seevice commission, to
succeed former State Senator Willoughby, recently appointed a member
of the state board of railroad and
warehouse commissioners.
tnk'A.N.-rED--50 boys, aged from 1:i
to 20, at once. Mergenthaler-Horton
Basket Co.
TIr long look within ourselves will
lot- At taiptittonet, with

octuhreer nfiolko:a

--Every 41:1y want ad, reader.; mr.•
finding "better tarnished resume,''

COTheMING!
Famoes Original
Boston Bloomers
Saturday and Sunday
July 20 and 21

Boston Bloomers
Vs
Paducah Ind( pendeols
Games Called

Saturday

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
I3ottled in Bond

Nine suMmem,old, will meet
all the requirements.

Sunday

4 v. re.
p. m.
Admission • 25c and 35c

•
•
•••
•
•
.....
••-•

•

1

PAM: TIMM.

N
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•
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$50000
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.DR. JAMES
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tHEAD-ACHE

FLOOD AND
DAMAGE DONE BY
TY.
PER
PRO
TO
RMS
STO

25 :int DISCOUNT

POWDERS

CURE

I
!
6

They soothe, heal
and restore.

A Great Nerve Balm
lgia and All
it Cures Headaches, Neura
Rernwins

Virginia
Jour Lives Lost in West
During Last Two Days by
Drowning.

MUM

alndred aliments by
tbe Cau,e.

A Further Reduction on Three
Piece Suits and Boys' and
•
•
•
•
•
:
ng
hi
ot
Cl
Children's

tiad
When the nerves become re-orenthese
• Irritated they naturally pain and r.cbe,
NCl/.
‘tbea,
ficatt
called
pains and aches are
s. Etc.
• roles, ILstalliage. Sciatic Rim:maim
if SWIEDV
DR. .1iP4rS• iteADACtng
c
i.col
cures this condition by healis; when nt,
the irritated and swollen nerve
It rem• done the trouble disappears at ea
flotillas that
fore,there seems to Unbolt
its re.t.tut
pre,
and
se
would curs this disea
only able to
turn,in other words,they were
great rem• give temporary relief, whiles this
the weakened
edy feeds and strengthento perfect health
nerves and restores them
and activity.

ervaPittsburg, Pa., July 19.-Cons
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inter
the
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tive repo
the
that
cate
indi
of West Virginia
and cloudfloods caused by storms
forty-eight
bursts during the past
the damthat
and
ding
rece
hours are
million
a
half
t
age will reach at leas
far have
dollars. Four deaths thus
mber, the
been reported. At Maco
ained. A
sust
was
age
i greatest dam
ges being
,loss to the county In brid
$190,000. At
f and will
h
relie
reac
e
will
diat
Imme
away
ied
give
carr
Tbey
and her
effect a permanent cure.
this place while Mrs. Belyadi
on the
!tut) children were standing
the waters
hing
watc
h
porc
t
fron
.
MAIL
ists or BY
At All Drugg--__
floors.
_
which had alreadt reached the
moA
.
away
t
swep
the porch was
ard. stepped to the
Bely
a.
W.V
later
ment
ng,
eli
Whe
his entire
door only - in lime to see
Wolfe
dius
Clau
.
by
away
ed
t
ante
swep
family
For Stile c‘titi guar
ride
to
ng
mpti
atte
e
lost his life whil
le
bridge. When in the midd
a
oss
(acr
We
was washge
brid
the
e
ctur
stru
the
- - fel
- -Baltied away. The damage to the
h VOW,
more & Ohio railroad will reac
ks being
0,00 principally in the trac
.
away
washed
propThe most damage to private
e several
eray was at Newburg wher
and
NG CHIbuildings were washed away
RETAILERS ARE FIGHTI
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S.
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12SO
floo
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)G
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nearly ever
turned
church at Evansville was over
and washed away.

Two Sizes 10 Cents, 25 Cents

Our SemigAnnual Clearance Sale
More Tempting Than Ever

I
q J. W. JAMES CO.

B. MI:PHERSON

UR Semi-Annual Clearance Sale has
certainly moved a world of clothing
this season---had to do it, on account of
the backward summer. We bought pretty
nearly all the swagger things we could find
for this spring, anticipating a heavy trade,
and a great number of them have moved--into the wardrobes of men about town who
know good clothes and low prices when
they see them, Not enough, though; they
must be cleaned u0 clean. We refuse ab
s
solutely to carry suits over. Hence thi
e
further reduction of 5 per cent. There ar
n's
any number of striking patterns in me
ts
and youths' light weight three piece sui
and in handsome boys' and children's suits,
ll
left here for your choice, and at a sti
e
greater saving than has obtained. in th
r
earlier part of our sale. "We do not ba
ter
even the blues and blacks from this grea
reduction.

O

HALF 1ILLION

Are DrivDeclare Title Institutions
CLOTHES
LIGHTNING TOOK HIS
of
Out
te
it/to
5h-re
a
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ing
Business.
k Naked
Bolt Leaves Georgia Mau Star
But Does Not Hurt Him.
Terry.
t
Atlanta, Ga.. July 19.-G, P.
has been declared on the grea
was stripped of his
,
r
man
e
othe
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and
insu
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Chic
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-catalog houses
mer- clothing and shoes by a bolt of lightretail
• cities by the 54041,4100
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War

2,500 OVERCOME

Lang Bros. and

Sanderson furnishes
25c paper and does
the work all complete for only one
dollar p.c r room
down, balance
weekly. Closing out
ihil season's odd
patterns and right
now is your chance
to get a bargain.
Ring 1513 or call at
428 Broadway.
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DEVIL A BEAUTY, SAY
ous One With
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Hoofs and Spiked Tall

-Rev. S
Waterloo, Iowa, July 19.
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r by the exactions of brother
3 cans June Corn
s,besides her father. The fun- them from
20
titlq. portion of his salary, but with the railroads
Ceylon Tea, box
the operation of the et.
25
may be reimbursed.— eral took
Cracke
3
d
cans
Shells
for
Baked
chicke
ns
Beans
place this afternoon at 2 statutes."
25
that The Sun• has nothing to do. Chicago Tribun
Gunpowder Tea, lb
e.
cans Strawberries
per 100 lb. bag .....
o'clock. The burial was in Oakland
Judgtqg from the attitole of the par15
75C
Yellow Corn Meal, pkg
Justice Brewer he that the right:
10
1 can Baking Polvder
cemetery. The Rev. S. B. Rudolph
Mustard Sardines, can._ 4
5
ties that question will be threshed
2 Pkgs. JO° Powder
of the railroads should be protected
25
Bucolic Fragrance.
1
can
lead
Vegetab
le
the
services.
Soup
out in the courts, and thee we shall So sweet with lyric
until the law demonstrates that the
3 pkgs. Jello
1
Poultr
can
y
fragran
food
ces
Tomato Sodp
for both well,
be better able to maim/tie the quality
10
roads can be made to net a reasonaOld Potatoes, peck
The drowsy breestekpass,
0
6 cans Cow Cream
and sick chickens. Try it and
of President Potter's economy. What Some careless poet
t Fourth's Toll 401 Growing.
26
ble
money
return
investe
Shrede
the
d.
upon
Codfieh
d
,
pkg.
10
must has spilled
Brick Cheese, lb
Dubugue,
, Jut& 19 --Lawrence
The Sun did take exceptions to, was
you will always use it.
20
:12 ox, bottle Sweet or Sour
His rhymed upon the grass.
Cream Cheese, lb...
illyears old, died tbis morning
, 20
the ground OD which Preeldent PotPickles
Card of Thai**.
—New York Times.
Pop
We
have
of
about 100 niee, fancy
blood poisoning, the result of placCorn, peck
ter deelieed to stand for this August
20
'We wish to express our thanks to
20 oz, bottle Catsup
8
Picnic Hama
ing in his mouth cartridges used
lard cans that we offer at 20o
salary— that ebntrartt between tjte
in
those
a
helned
kindly
11
friends
Pound
who
so
pkg.
Pamela
10
"Mang. If you refuse me, I don't toy pistol to
3
pkgs.
Egg
-O-See
celebrate the Fourth. us to bury the
nanoi bnerd, and its trinployes ,arts know what I
per can, worth 50c.
25
Green Kern, ib
late Jake, Geller
10
am th do." "Well, I'm The lad'a head wait
2
pkgs.
Maple Flake
swollen to twice
min ft-meant/4W, wide% the esamoi not eo blame for that; yen should its normsl
Lintels. lb
JOE BRESNER.
10
In .tbs. ernshed Sheila for
sire and he died In groat
bOttri is at liberty to ignore. The have learned a trade."
Fruit
Jars!
10 Ms irroczing Sall
Fruit
Jan!
KE,
MN
A.
Fruit
A
t'
Jars!!
agony.
C, T. PIEPRR.

ti3c Vabucab Zuni

IN THE COURTS

CONFERENCE

A MESSAGE FOR YOU

,1041110,I

Men's Suits

$10, $12.50, $15 to $25
Boys' and Children's Suits
$2, $3 to $5

1

UNION STORE CARD
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0
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CAPT. MEAKER

LOUIS CLARK'S

SPECIALS

MANY DEATHS

•

i

ENGLERT AND BRYANT

SPECIALS....

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.

Biederman's
Specials

Welcome Grocery Bargains for Tomorrow—Saturday

45c

M

-
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Charles Holliday, Brooks Holliday
and Tattle Lockwood left last night
on the Georgia Lee for Cincinnati for
the round trip on the boat.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren W. Hopkins,
of St. Louisa who have been visiting! ,Mr. J. Fred MeCreary, the well
.d Mrs. known Illinois Central tank carpenHaillskle Parent', Mis
A Willett, of Brsadway, lilt last tar, of 1246 North Thirteenth Street,
Scheel Outing.
In is' trip ovsr the city in three night oat the steamer Georga. Lee for states that the report Ma he will go
special cars, the pupils of the 01 Cincinnati en ratite tai Piitaslurg, De-'tu Texas to locate is erroneous.
I Mr. James MaLaugnlin, gardener
daily department of the First Bap- t r elt and Wilco., Wen.
Hrs. Hal S. Cornett ant children far the N., C. & St. L , retned
su
tu
tise ahuish had an en,loyable time last
laentsn this morning, wuere
:s
itightl'The cars were decorated with left today for Cerulean at:inv.
Wass Sarah Wilson left today for planting flower beds for tile railroad
flags and bunting and muste for the
company.
trip was furnished by an 'orchestra. Louistille to visit friends.
Prof. E. H. Randle, of Hernando,
Master Mechanic R. E. Fulmer, of
Beginning at S o'clock the youn
people rode over.the car lines in tXe Miss., is visiting Mr. S. T. Randle, the Illinois Central, went up the
Louisville division of the road Wilt
city until 10 o'clock. R
nts ot the Cairo road.
Mrs. J. R. Coleman, 1625 Jeffer- morning.
were beraed on board t e car.
•
son etreet, has returned from MurTomorrow
afternoon at 4:15
month's
visit
friends
ray
after
a
to
o'clock
a
special
excursion
train made
Dance for Visitors.
up of 12 coaches will be run from
In honor of Miss Mary Clark, of and relatives.
Mrs. Augusta Rogers has returned Fulton to Louisville over the Illinois
Just Arrived-Another lot of those White Linen,Skirts,
Hopkinsville, and Miss Saidee
Ginnis, of Danville, a dance will be from a visit to Asheviaie and the Central. It is for the accommodaall sizes-the kind we sold five dozen of in one day. So
tion of Masons and Odd Fellows, who
given this evening at ta
he Wallace Jamestown exposition.
Mr. Harry Gilbert, the Paducah are going to Louisville to visit the
park pavilion, by the yliting society
if you want one of these come down at ogee.
MUS:Ciatl, will
arrIve from Dallas, homes there. The train will carry
men.
Tex., July 30 to remain a month only white passengers. Fully 504)
with friends and relatives,
are expected at Fulton, which will
Married at Paris.
Mr. George 0. McBroom went to draw from several adjacent countless.
Mr. C. D, Hutchens and Miss Gethis
morning
business.
on
There will be a special meeting of
nevieve Miller were married yester- Princeton
-Mr. J. W. Hughes went to Hardin he Paducah branch of the Brotherday afternoon at Paris, Tenn., leavHAVE YOU SEEN IT
ing in the early afternoon and re- this morning on business,
hood of Railway Carmen tonight in
is
Attorney Pete Seay, of Mayfield, -A
turning last eiening. Mies -Miller is
Rogers' hall, Twelfth
street
and
city.
the daughter of Mr. J. F. Miller, a In the
'Broadway, and all members are urMr. Dan Stamper, at Mayfield, is in gently requested to attend. The naprominent mill man of 305 Clements
street. She has been for seyeral the city.
ture of the meeting was not divulged,
Attorney J. T. Webb, of Mayfield,
months la clerk in the county clerk's
but it Is said to be principally social
business.
on
the
city
officer Mr. Hutchens is a popular Illi- is in
Refreshments will be served.
Dr. Peadley ring 416.
Mr. William Skinner, of Mayfield,
nois Central flagman and
is well
Working In shirt sleeves and hard-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
known and popular among a wide is in Paducah on business.
ly distinguishable from an ordinary
office 175.
went
ta
Hughes
H.
Attorney
D.
circle of friends. They are residing
switchman is Superintendent A. H
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
temporarily at the home of the Murray this morning on professional Egan, of the Louisville division of
Broadway. Phone 196.
business.
bride's parents.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozRuby the Illinois Central, now engaged in
Misses Gertrude Fisk and
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Thursday.
to
visit
rel- clearing the Paducah yards. He beSmall
arrived
Miss Lucy. Belle Settle, 421 North
gan the work several days ago, and
-The Ladies' Mite society of the
few
days.
atives
for
a
Fifth street, is visiting friends and
is
still hard at it. 1-14'has made wonFrst Baptist church will meet Friday
brother,Mr.
Cochran
and
Mrs. Will
relatiVes in Paragodld, Ark.
afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs. WilLenihan, of Washington, are derful progress, and will have the
Robert
Mrs. Patrick Quinlan left today
mot Rook, 433 Clark street.
visiting Mrs. John Lenihan, south of congested condition relieved, be befor Terre Haute, after a visit to Mrs.
lieves, by tomorrow.
-Farley 'it Fisher, veterinarians,
Mayfield.
Fifth
Thomas Settle, 421 North
Dr. N. W. Hilton, of the Illinois
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
'Mr. and Mrs, M. B. Keeling have
street.
phone 351.
returned to Paducah after a visit to Central hospital, is fast recovering
Mrs. T. B. Bowman, of Fulton, ar--Subscribe for the Circle. See PREVAIL AT CASINO AT WA!
R. F. Keeling and wife at Mayfield., after an operation for appendicitis, at
rived today to visit Mrs. R. RowLACE PARK.
Will Fisher or Melton Nauheim, local
Dr. R. E. Hearne has gone to his La Center, and Dr. Earl Weeks is
land, of North Sventh street.
Incorp.rated.
home near Nashville, Tenn., to visit acting in his place.
agents.
Mr. W. L. Scott returned today
several
weeks.
for
better
carriage
and
-We
give
you
Fireman
Pete
Gibson.
of
liltthe
•
after a business trip through TennesMrs. John Niehaus and son and nois Central, who was shot throcith
better service for the money than
'Free Moving Pictures Attract Crowds see,
is given by any transfer company in
Mrs. Herman Katterjohn will leave the right breast July Fourth, is up
to Hill Top Every Night at
Miss Carrie McCaughan arrived for Louisville tomorrow to visit.
LOST-Signet bracelet, initials H
Analrica. Fine cartiages for special
and walking about the hospital yard
the Park.
from Mayfield today to visit the famM. A. Return to 304 North Third
Mrs. Kate Van Pelt, Miss Kather- today for the first time since he was
occasions on short notice; also eleily of Dr. D. J. Foster, 527 Jefferson me Emleg and Miss Mattie Brown
•
•
for reward.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
rounded. He will be out of the hosstreet.
•
will leave Saturday for Louisville, pital in another week, physicians say
WANTED-100 loads of dirt, at
-Si Green, a member of the No.
Mrs. P. G. Kirk, 803 Clark street, Cincinnati and Vevan. Ind., to visit.
35c a load. See David Raton, old.
4 fire company, ,at Tenth and Jones
Charles Napier, a bridge garpenter
Hot weather is driving the people left today for Hopkinsville for a two
streets, this' morning at 2:20 o'clock
The following Murray party spent of the Illinois Central at Rockport
phone 1739-R.
to the breeze swept hills of Wallace weeks' visit to relatives. •
the day at the New Richmond House
killed a mad dog in front of the enFOR SALE- One saddling pony,
yesterday
afternoon
was
operated
on
park, and Manager Malone has proMiss Mary Lou Griffin arrived to- having arrived on the steamer Ken-11
FOR RENT-House 1218 Clay.
gine house.
buggy and harness, very cheap. Dathe Illinois Central hospital. He
vided the best amusement of the day from Mayfield to visit Miss "Bes-Kedaks from $1 to $25. Sometucky last right from a round trip
huTcHELLs for high-grade bicy- vid Rittoff, old phone - 1185.
season for this particular hot sppell. sie Gleaves, 226
North
Seventh up the Tennessee river: Misses Eliz- injured himself while lifting timbers,
thing new in the line and all neceacles, 326-328 South Third street.
and
while
his
-condition
is
serious,
A good stock company is occupying street.
MEN WANTED to work in saw
abeth Whitnel, Rennie Rowlett, Lilsexy supplies that make kodaking
the Casino at popular pricea, and
SHORT orders a specialty. Page's mill and drive cattle three miles from
Mr. A. Schuler will leave tomor- lie Holland, Gracie Holland, L. W. PhYsislans believe he will recover.
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
Foreman J. C. Martin, of the illi restaurant.
presenting bills that please large au- row for Jeffersonville, Ind., td visit Holland, Ethel Gamble and Mrs. Edcity. Call at the office, Fooks-Acree
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
Central paint shaps, is able to
diences. On the hill top before the friends and relatives.
Lumber Co., 1009 Monroe street.
die Hammel.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
FOR
heating
stovewood
ring
and
sit up in bed but nol -yet able to walk
performance, free moving
pictures
FOR SALE- Piano, oak dining
Miss Sarah Wilson, 320," North
phone 351.
Mr. Christian Theiring, of 1310 about. He was operated on several 437 F. Levin.
are exhibited, and the slides are
room set, almost new coal range:
-Have The Sun mailed to you or among the best ever seen here. The Sixth street, left today for Louisville 'South Ninth street, is seriously ill of weeks ago for strangulated hernia.
CLEANING and pressing
neadi also mahogany furniture. Apply 2220
any of your friends going away for reduction in prices at the Casino has and Indianapolis for a several weeks' dropsy.
done, James Duffy. Phone 402-a.
L Jefferson street. Phone 1191.
visit to relatives
She was accom.
the summer.. The address will be inoreased. the patronage.
Ind.,
'
.:11(ss Ethel Tolly, of Oakland,
ANYTHING in the short-order line e-a-Kathering
panted
by
Miss
Gieaves.
tier Fear..
LOST- Small yellow jersey, short
changed as raten as desired, and the
is the guest oa 'Mrs. G. L. Shumaker
at Page's restaurant.
Miss Estella Hefiey, of Brownsville
horn, three year old cow. Reward
rate is only 25e a month.
1239 Kentucky avenue.
Corns and Telmer Peet.
today
to
Teun„ arrived
visit Miss.
WANTED-Boarders and roomers. paid for information leading to her
Daily
-City subscribers to the
Mrs. J. D. Downs, 1223 Kentucky
For home treatment of corns re- May Hayes, 1634 Broadway,
Apply 1006 Jefferson. Old phooe 1388 return. J. T. Ellenwood. Phone 902,
Sun who wish the delivery of their move all the
Madtomorrow
for
will
leave
avenue,
hard skin that you can,
Master Cave Flowers, 1420 South
FOR EARLY breakfast wood, old
papers stopped must notify our col- then soften it in
relaWANTED ROOMS-Wanted
204
warm water and rub Thirteenth street„returned this morn isonville to visit frier az and
phone 2361.
lectors or make the requests direct
rooms for conventioners.
Rooming
tives,
with cold cream, valeline or any soft- log after a brief visit to Master Ulto The Sun office. No attention will
FOR DRY
Miss Susie Dabney, 5s 3 North
phone house owners write for full partieuWOOD,
old
en Ina zalvcron- prefer. Let this be mer Ste w man of-Cerhonstale,--111. He
be paid to such orders when given
lars. Tourists Headquarters, rot%
2361.
done at night. The next night begin was accompanieed home by Master Fifth street, left this morning for
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
FOR SALE-Two iron beds, two 23, 1129 17th strTet, Denver, Col,
by softening the corn in warm water, Elmer Stewman, who will be _his Austin, Miss. to be the guest of her
members are requested to be present.
brother, Mr. Vaughan Dabney.
cots, one child's bed. Phone 222.
rubbing with a pumice stone, finish- guest.
LOST-On
Broadway
between
-Place your oraers ror wed,11 - 11
Mrs. G.. L. Shumaker and children,
ing with cold cream. If you will perWANTED-Nurse at once, 162 Fifth and Seventh, or Seventh and
Miss Agnes Carney arrived today
is
invitations at home. The Sun
reavebue,
have
severe with the warm water, laufnice from Mayfield to visit Mrs. L. Al- of 1239 Kentucky
Jefferson.
Broadway and Union depot, a black
showing as great an assortment as
turned after a visit to friends and
and
salves
every
night
you
will
be
at
leather
purse containing 218. Reward
WANTED
-Boa's.
Apply
1032
britton,
of
Jefferson
bouievard
you will find anywhere, at prices
relatives at Evansville and Oakland,
for its return to Sun office.
."„;.
Broadway.
much lower than you will have to peace. Even dry rubbing with pumice , Mrs. Edmund P. Noble and Miss Ind.
is good, with The salve both night and Elizabeth Tandy left today for Dawpay elsewhere.
FOR RENT-One four-room rest.
FOR RENT-Pour room
house
Mr. Elmo Steed, president of the
-Following are examinations or- morning, says Woman's Life. When son Springs to visit Miss Tandy's
Sixteenth and Clay streets, Hank deuce, 222 Tennessee. Sewer coniron
of
bank,
'National
Worth
Fort
dered for this district by the U. S. the feet are weary and tender father, Mr. Harry G. Tandy,
netcions. One four-room houatt, 1215
Bros.
Wortat. Texas is in the city visiting
Miss Annie Mae Durrett, 625
civil service commissioon; Assistant through long standing or walking
•to.•,LLT
WANTED-A young lady to wait Kentucky avenue. Apply H. A. PetMr. G. C. Diuguid, 2300 Broadway,
through
the
day
the-re
is
nothing
North Seventh street, left this mornphotographer, August 7: clerk-typeter, phone 65.
Mr. Steed is a former Kentuckian and
First Lotly Ithler-I'm very much at on retail trade. Great Pacific Tea &
writer draftsman, Auguat 21; comp- which will give more relief than a ing for Evansville to visit relatives.
Eva tzielissf to iny horse.
Miss
Murray.
FOR SALE-A boarding house,
at
reside
Coffee
Co.
to
used
uter, supervising architect's office,'arm toot bath in which has been dis- She was accompanied by her aunt, Hale, of Murray, his niece, is with
with fifteen rooms, water, bath and
Seaond laity Rider (feeling. very up
FOR
RENTThird
over
door
solved
a
handful
or
two
of
sea
salt.
Mrs. Lee Rhoades.
August 14-15; civil engineer and sucamfortablei-- I-I-I w-w-wish I-I --was. Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th ,gas; household goods, bedding and
him on his visit.
perintendent of construction, August Bathe the feet and legs with this for
Dave Underwood, 523 Jackson
Mr. William Lee, a Paducah boy, -Chit:ago Neu s.
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office, ieverything complete. Good location,
about
ten
minutes
and
then
rub
well
14-15.
street, who has been ill for some who removed to Cairo, ill., several
Fifteen boarders to start with. Ad with
a
good
rough
towel.
The
effect
FOR THE BEST sa.ndwiches, chile, dress F. M., 2'227 Division street, Ev.
-At the meeting of Mangum
time:Ts-is-great deal worse today and years ago, is in Paducah visiting. Mr.
is
delightfully
refreshing, and if you
"Queer duck, Tompkins." "In and hot tamales, call at 111% ansville. Ind.
lodge, T. 0. 0, F., Col. Joseph E.
hopes for his recovery have
been Lee went from Cairo to Chicago and
?" "He bought an alarm South Third street,
what
Potter 'and Mr. .Tames Householder do this just before going to bed in- given up.
University
of
Chicago,
the
entered
I
GET OUT of the wet. Jobs won't
were elected directors of the Three somnia for that night, at any rate, is
FOR RENT-One nicely furnished
Mrs. Amanda Dishraan and little pharmacy department. and graduated. clock and then axed it so it couldn't
be so easy to get next year. We can
Links Building company. C. G. Kelly, not likely to trouble you.
room, modern conveniences, 722
daughter of Carlsbad, N. M., is visit- He is now managing a big drug store go off."- Milwaukee Sentinel,
,use 500 machinists. Highest wages,
•
who had been trustee,-declined to
Kentucky avenue.
ing Mrs. B. B. Griffith, of Tenth and in Chicago and doing well.
steady employment guaranteed. Trans
The Kid-Ja, What is a "automofrom
15
boys,
aged
become a director.
WANTED
-50
Jefferson streets,
WANTED-Position an stenogra- portation advanced
Mrs. Barry Searle, of Montrose, to
machinists
to
bile meet?"
20. at once. Mergenthaler-Horton
Mrs. L. E. Young, wife of Dr. L. Penn., Is visiting
Mrs.
Mr. and
pher by young lady. Address "M A'„!naving first-class references.
We
The Dad-Anybody that gets in the
WANTED-50 boys, aged from 15
Basket
Co.
E. Young, is visiting her father, George C. Wallace. at their country
I positively make no charge in any way,
care Sun.
to 20, at once. Mergenthalet-Horton way of one is automobile meat.'Squire F. F. Gholson, in the county ‘ home, Ellesley.
Mr. Searle and
FOR SALE-Stake wagon an-el - manner, shape or form for securCleveland Plain Dealer.
Basket Co.
Never try to borrow money from a
Dr. H. P. Sights will return
to- d
arrive
Tkey reneexnt
err, at raebnoer,t visit.•a'
waeueg
kh fto
man you have had an areument with spring wagon very cheap.- Old tele- mg jobs for machinists. Address
night from Henderson, where he carphone 433.
with references, The National Metal
WAIT FOR IT
rled his wife and daughter, Miss route to Atlantic City'. Mr. Searle is
s
sTafe
lefti
Cincinnati,
.cold Ohio
m e
jdue
Asociatn,Tr
5
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also
Ethel. for a visit.
•
f a mining expert. and has been con- 1
have
I bozstal1s for rent. BurotEtter,
Born. to 'Mrs. William Parker, 0- needed with some of the largest copi South Third street.
than thirty houses and lots in the last
Fula street, a eon.
•
aelso
nt
t npdres
iAnfrtihcais rocionuens ry A a
per
1
FOR RENT-Four rooms .over E. sixty days, at the best bargains ever
Mr. Elmore Sledd, a pmminent
So uth
R. Mills' millinery store, 316 Broad- sold in Paducah. I have a few left
banker of Ft. Worth, Tex.. is visiting ea- is general manager of the mining
at still better bargains if they are
,' way. Phone 381,
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Diuguid.
properties In Georgia, in which Ms-. 1
before I leave the city in ten
taken
upstairs,
:1
rooms
FOR
RENT-Four
Mrs. Sallie West and
daughter, Wallace is interested.
301 South Third; stleo storage room. days or two weeks. All nice and new
Ida, are visiting Mrs., Minnie DishJames
Webiey,
re-,
Mr. and Mrs.
--will sell on good terms. Some In
man at Sharp.
I Barksdale Bros. Co., Inc.
cently of Indianapolis, but now ro-;
What is more delight fully reWorten's addition and some just outMrs. J. W. Bryan went to Jackson, siding in St. Louis, returned to their!
,LOST-Dog collar, black leather,
suggestive
of
side
the city limits. One Inside the
freshing
or
more
Tenn., last night to visit.
home today after a two weeks' visit
i with brass buttons on it. Return to city with two acres of ground; a
freshness than the true odor of
Miss Marjorie Kilgore, of Oklaho- to Dr. and Mrs. S. Z.' Holland, of!
2001 Jefferson street and get reward,
splendid place for a teamster. See
ma. I. T., who is the guest of Mrs. Grahaniville. Mr. Webley is connectsome fragrant flower? Our stock
FOIR RENT-Three-room house, me at'once or call me over old phone
612 Adams. Apply 54)1 Sixth and No. 231. '.1. M. Worten.
ed with the West Lake Construction
Of fine perfumes Is a femme of
Adams.
company.
real pleasure to any one who apMiss Ida Young, of Bold Springs,
LOST ----$35 in bills; $ip reward if
YOU WILL LIKE 17
which
predates the refinement
One fifth Off on any of
Tenn., who had been visiting Dr. and
returned to C. E. Traughber, IO')s
reLone
Oak,
at
Young,
Mrs.
C.
dainty
perfumes
indicate.
The
I.
Lincoln avenue. New phone 1415
our Hammocks. AlSpeiclals for Saturday, July 20
tuened to her home this morning.
stock embraces such famous
FOR durability and style in harthough we have had a
She was accompanied harne by Misses
ness, saddles and repair work, call
odors as
Leta Wyman and Ruble Hooper. of
l
splendid sale on our line
at the Paducah Harness and Saddle
FREE-With one pound of Baking Powder or one pound of
Lewes, who have hi-en visiting Dr.
Co., 204 Kentucky avenue.
Extract,
a
Granite
Kettle.
Master
Gordon
of hammocks this season
and- Mrs. Young.
1-louhtkaat's Ideal hay
FOR SALE- A very desirable
Young- left also, to be gone for two
and could afford to carry
1237 Trimble street. Reason
realdnc,
7 the Best Granulated
7 bars Star Soap
24c
weeks.
Le Ter,*
for sale owner going to leave town.
Sugar
42e
over all that will be left.
12 Ms. Ice Cream Salt
10e
Phone 005.
241b sack Palmer House
Roger & Gallet
Pearl. vs. Bounders.
3 sacks Salt
10e
It is our policy to close
CLOTHES cleaned and
Flour
711c
The Pearls will meet the Raund1 quart bottle Vinegar
10c
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
out all season's goods,
Parma Wood Violet.
241b sack Omega Flour
morning on the Eighth
8.0e
ers
Sunday
3 pkgs. Jello
25c
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
The
and Burnett streets diamold
2 cans 15c Sbrimp;i
so while our line is still
21c
1016-a.
I lb. talc Tea
46c
9
at
o'clock.
A
SHOW
WINDOW
SEE
game will be called
I can 16c Cocoa
10c
unbroken we will give
FOR RENT-Two-story, eight2 Ibs. 35c Palmer House
close game Is expected. The Pearls
I do; pint Fruit Jars
50c
room house, all modern conveniences.
sevThey
have
game.
Coffee
lost
haven't
a
saving
substantial
you a
1 doz. quart Fruit jars
60c
on Third between Clark and Adams.
eral abut-outs to their credit.
2 Mg. 20c Santos Coffee
1 doz. 14 gel Fruit Jars
70c
of 20 per cent. All our
Mrs. Emma Niehaus.
hump:
Dunbar.
91
2
The
lbs.
25c
Pearls'
Coffee
.
1 doz. Fruit Jar Tops
22c
'
ONE nice furnished room for rest.
2h;
lb;
Kelly,
Gallaher,
hammocks are dyed
Harbour, r;
1 dos. Fruit Jar ,Robbers 4c
3 Ms. best Rice
All modern conveniences', gentlemen
Carroll. is; Burton, if,
3b;
with fast colors.
4th and Broadway
preferred. Inquire 713 Kentuopty
Durttin. ef; Clinton, rt.
The Owls meet sinight at their
Avenue.
it her Phone No. 77.
hall, 119 South Third street.
IAIR -DRESSISf07 thaMpooing,
-..i•ntpluusted business property
Ai.tent for original Allegretti
II, J. ELLERBROOK,
scalp treating and manicuring. MatThe Broadway Store.
tnidtes daiiy war apt m the owiter's
Oandies
Old Phone 1179
206 Broadway
New Phone 1176
flo
South
Secretiiry.
Seventh.
Old
422
_resources.
Adend
fiaancial stability
319 Broadway
phone 2068.
N , 1 1.1.1.14 eir41.4 the war.
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Kool Goods
HOT DAYS

White :Olen Jkirts
$1.00

At Hart's

Ice dream Freezers
Water Coolers
Refrigerators
Lawn Swings
Hammocks
Porch Swings
Gasoline Stoves
Blue Flame Coal Oil Stoves
Washing Machines
Sprinkling Hose
Lawn Sprinklers
Croquet Sets. Vine Trellis

POPULAR PRICES

OR 0. HART & SONS

CO'

riots

Hammocks

mines

A Breath From

the Woodland

,1

20 Per Cent
Discount

1

GREAT PACIFIC

NOTICE

Will J. Gilbert

Noah's Ark Variety Store

GREAT PACIFIC TEA

COFFEE CO.

••••''

l'tGE STK

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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I NO
MONEY SAVING
VALUES
FOR YOU

ALL NEW
THIS SEASON'S
OFFERINGS
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i ANOTHER CUT ON ALL THREE PIECE SUITS
ONE-FOURTH OFF
1
Former Price
•

•
•

This Includes Our Finest Blues
and Blacks, Too.

THE fixed policy of The New
Store is to absolutely clean
up each season's stock, so we
have made a further reduction
on every min's and . boy's suit,
411, excepting our outing garments.
Every suit is this year's latest
fashions and fabrics and, due to
the very unseasonable season,
• we have a great stock for you to
C select from. The broken kits
have been replenished with suits
from the higher price lines, and
every one is therefore assured his
-sue and-a- suit to please his fancy.

C

ITAT,

At Least. Aldermen Prefer Deferring Action
Petitioners Waid Drinking Fountain
on Amide-ay in Business

Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.

EAST TENNIESKEIREPHONE CO.

LAST NIGHT

tion and it went through without a THIEF SELLS SILVER FOR LEA!)
rtpple.
First and second passage were giv- Plumber Deceived Until He Finds He
en the ordinance requiring all openI. Unable toilfelt It.
Regulations of telephone rates by ings to surface closets to be closed.
-ordinance irrespective of companies
First and
second
passage were
Omaha, July 19.-A man who stole
holding a frauchise was ignored by given the ordinance providing for the
38 bars of silver bullion, worth $2,0',A)
the board of aldermen last night at graveling and grading of
Twenty- from a freight car here, disposed of
their regular session. City Solicitor second and Twenty-third streets In
portion of It to a plumber in the beCampbell returned from Louisville Glenwood addition. Before the vote
lit
lief that it was lead. It was not until
and. explained, that after an inter- on the last ordinance, the city engithe plumber sought to use the silver
view with Judge Richards, city attor- neer asked the board what would be
and discovered that it would not melt
ney of Louisville, this plan of actiou done with the water. He stated the
the temperature at which he had
hlti been agreed upon by that city, addition is flat and as he could not at
and he thought It was well for Pa- make water run uphill, he did not been accustomed to melt lead that he
was wrong.
dircab to fall in line. He requeeted know of any means, less that a sew- suspected something
that some alderman make a motion erage system, to rid The section of When he learned he had bought silver
be notified the police. George Hoover
to refer It to some committee for dis- it.
was arrested today charged with
cussion, but not one alderman arose
Liquor Licenses. •
breaking and entering the car. It
froin his seat, and Preside& Palmer
Retail liquor licenses were granted
was ready to pass on to new beginess. to !semen Bros., 227 South Second was discovered later another plumber
had bought several bars of the hubThe city solicitor again explained street; L. L. Nelson, 403 South
Third
several points of sliding scale of rates, street; Biederman Distilling cotnpa- lion, also believing it to be lead.
About half the plunder has,been reand stated he felt confident the ordi- y, 115-117 South Second street;
R.
nance would be valtd in a court, basPeacher & company7, 103 South covered.
ing this argument on a recent deci- 'coast street, and Griffin & Wilson,
sion of the United States court. In 125 Broadway. The ordinance recomTUB SAIILE
That won't come off appears on baby's
the discussion that followed the al- mended the allowance of the license face
after one bottle of 'White's Cream
dermen talked telephone from begin- to Smith Bros. on North Tenth street Verrnifuge, the great worm medicine.
ning to end; but some, as they ex- bat the license of George A. Chand• Why not keep that smile on baby's
face? If you keep this medicine on
pressed themselves, were willing to ler, on South Ninth street,. was held hand, you will never see anything else
but smiles on his face. Mrs. 5--., Blackwait and see the result of the- suit up until further ihvestigation.
Well, Okla.. Writes. "/Ily baby was
to oust the East Tennessee TeleMoney was ordered refInded to A. Peevish and fretful. Would not eat and
feared he would die. I used a bottle
I
phone company, and no motion was Pollock for a license that he never
of White's Cream Vermifuge and he
made and President Palmer announ- used.
has not had a sick day since." Sold by
ced new bualness.
A deed was ordered given to Jos- .1. H. Oehischieener, Lang Bros. and C.
Before the minutes were adopted eph Mattison to the A. Mattison Iota, 0. Ripley.
Mayor Yelser infotmed the aldermen as he is the only living heir, Paint
SHAVES WHISKERS; IS BANISHED
of the warrant issued against Hugh and minor supplies were ordered purBoyle for selling liquor in a club chased for the improvement of the
Wife Falls to Recognize Husbandroom over his saloon on Sunday, and cemetery.
ltarber Swears to Identity,
remarked he would do his duty if
With several minor corrections the
the saloon keeper was found guilty minutes were adopted as read.
Peru; Ind., July 19.-R. P. Briggs
in court, and was not any dodging
Alderman Hank was the absentee
was driven from his home at Macy,
issues. He asked the board to hold from last night's session,
this county, Yesterday because his
his lieense. But as the license With
wife did not recognize him after he
granted ,at the last meeting, there
Cared Lung Trouble.
had his beard shaved off for the first
was no way to rescind the license.
"It is now eleven years since I had time since he marched with Sherman
The City Scales.
•
a narrow escape from consumption," from Atlanta to the sea. The
barber
Slece the letter fetam Barry
& writes C. 0.
Floyd, a leading busi- had to go home with him and swear
Henneberger, complaining of the conness man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had that Briggs was the woman's
husband
dition of the city scales. Mayor Yeirun down in weight to 13.5 pound'', before she would believe
it.
ser has been kept busy answering teland coughing was constant, both by
ephone calls, informing him of the
day and by night. Finally I began
How to Cure Chilblaia
necessity of repairing the present
taking Dr. King's New Discovery, and
"To enjoy
freelom from chilpair or of purchasing. Also Mayor
continued this fer about six months, blains," writes John
Kemp, East OtisYelser had a letter from
Bradley
When my cought and lung trouble field, Me., "I apply
Bucklen's As-nice
Broi. complaining of the shortage of
were entirely gone and I was restored Salve. Have also
used it for salt
• weight by 25 pounds of an order for to
my normal weight, 170 pound-." rheum with excellent
corn by the city. The firm weighed
results." GuarThousands
of
persons
are healed ev- anteed for fever sores, indolent ulthe order on two private scales and
ery year. Guaranteed at all drug. cers, piles, burns,
woends, frost bites
weighed on the city scales, and the
difference was noted. The board re- gists, 50c and 11.0.0. Trial bottle and skin diseases. 25c at all druggists,
/
ferred it to the joint publle improve- free.
ment committee.
Wan: Fountain.
A letter with 100 signers was before the aldermen last night, asking
that a drinking fountain be established at sonic point on Broadway between First and Seventh steheits. The
aldermen referred it to the light and
water committee.
Akierman Charnblinc, made the
statement
that all
water
mains
should be 2 1-2 feet below the surand the connections should be
• face,
2 1-2 feet below the grading. Alderman Hannan stated that often
no
grade could be gotten on the unimproved streets and it would work a
hardship on the company. Some
tnOns are not over one foot down
Notice will be made of the shallow
depths, and probably a report made
at the next meeting.
Street Work,
Messrs. James Koger and B. H.
Scott complained of the manner in
which the work of improving South
First street has been done, and asserted their property has been damaged. The aldermen referred it to the
street committee and city engineer.
Notice from the board of public
works of the expense incurred in removing the city's wires from the telephone company's poles was received, and on recommendation of the
mayor it was referred to the finance
(ommittee.
Complaint from the board of pubic works that concrete curbing and
guttering was proving unsatisfantory
was referred to the joint street committees.
The former owners of the independent telephone system asked that
they be released from the bond they
had given, as the present owners are
now responsible for damage. It ,was
!eferred to the joint finance com•
mittee.
A request from property owners on
South Seventh street asking that an
electric light be placed on South Seventh street above Husbands street.
was referred to the board of public,
works.
Toy Pistol Ordinance.
When the toy pistol ordinance Is
signed it will be in effeet for the aldermen gave It two passages last
night. it gave unanimous satisfacUPPER BOARD MET
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$18.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits

now

$35 00 Men's and Young Men's Suits
now

$15 00 Men's and Young ltlen's Suits

$30 00 Men's and Young Men's Suits
now

$12 50 Men's and Young Men's Suits

26 25
, 22150
$25.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits
18 75_
now
15.00
now

$?0 00 Men'il and Young Men's Suits

I

now

$1350 I
25
I •

$10.00
now

Men's and

Young

11

9,88
7.50
5,63

now

Men's Suits

$7.50 Men's anti Young Men's Suits
now

•
•

•

Children's $10.00 suits now
Children's $8.00 Suits now
Children's $6.00 Suits now
Children's $5.00 Suits now
Children's $4.00 Suits now
Children's $3.00 Suits now
Children's $2.50 Suits now

A

•
•

•
•

•

. . $7.50
. . . 6.00
. . . 4.50
. . . 4.00
.
. 3.00
. 2.25
.
. . . 1.88

•
•

•
•

•

•
se-seeessiete/
r.,

•

•••••

,,...4111.....110-01asee

$1.25 Boys' Knee
Pants

$1.00 Boys' Knee

11 50 Boys'
Knee Pants

These- waists come in solid colors, blouse
style, figured effects, with attache'd or detached
collars, are all new, stylish garments.

•
•

•

1
.'•

Great Reductions on Boys'
Knee Pants
63c
98c
78c
$1•12
Big Reductions on Boys' Waists
75e Boys' Knee
Pants_

75c Boys' Waists now ........
$1.00 Boys' Waists now
$1.25 Boys' Waists now

.........
.....

---

401

In the Good

1.

Summer Time

One=Fourth Off on Children's Suits 1

•
*

s

Old

Some Big Values in Our Children's Department
•

•

•

'

now.

•

REGULATION
OF TELEPHONES A Man is Known by the Tele,
phope He Keeps

i_One-foort 011 00 Men s Three Piece Sufis •
$4000 Men's and Young Men's Suits

A

• cc

•

Including

19.

62c
76c
95c

-"ollate-4101.4Woline-diP"ullue-41P•nilin.•Irmlaus-41441eleA s -oseale.$ -•stee,„. eettegb.00.11166..4*.sembp4genees
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Electricity is appreciated more than at
any other time of the
year. The home is
made cooler by

it.
t

........•••••=•••••••••••••
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will citll and see you. Pleme
Sehrosus Bros. for the largest
and most complete st,ock of
flowers and plants in the city.
Fre. delivery to any
part of the city,

SCHMAUS BROS.
Eloth Phonon 1042.

Electric Lights, Electric

Cooking Appliances,' Electric Irons and Electric Fans.
4

FRIDAY,
A

.COMMON SENSE,
most I telligent people to WO onir
i no.01 mown composition There▪
fore t Is tha Dr. Pierce's tee' diVs
es.
d the
make o w lett print every
lent.
enterin
hem upon the bottle v.rippers and att
its correctness entail
.oath.
are daily gr Ing
tanne%'-Thencornpesition of
Pierceng efiedielnes Is open
to everybody.
et- flee being desirous
of ita%i
ui t
taye,Lfa•
urn nitgittit upon hi-, formune, being
. t
Tenger [be csom
rand eines is known the mote;
t curallane meritsnbe_rengzeing N% -h-olly made of The active
me ic nil principles extracted from native forest roots, by exact processes
original with Dr. Pierce, and without the
use of a drop of alcohol. triple-retined and.
chemiepily pure glycerine being used instead in extracting and preserving the
curative virtues residing In the roots
employed, these medicines are entirely
free from the objection of doing harm
by .creating an appetite for either alcoholic beverages or habit - forming
drugs. Examine the formula on their
bottle wrappers-the same as sworn to by
Dr. Pierce, and you will find that his
Golden Medical Discevery," the great,
blood-purifier, stomach tonic and bowel
ergulator-the medicine which, while not
recommended to cure consumption in Ita
sdvaneed stages(no medicine will do that)
yet dent cure all those catarrhal conditions of head and throat, weak stomach,
torpid liver and bronchial' troubles, weak
lungs and heng-on-conghs, which, if neglected or badly treated lead up to and
finally terminate In consumption.
Take the "Golden ale-dice' Discovery"
in tune and it is not likely to disappoint
you it only you give It a thorough and
fair trial.: 'Don't expect miracles. It
won't do sneernatural things. You must
exercise your patience and persevere in its
use for a reasonable length of time to get
its full benents. The ingredients of which
Dr. Pierce's medicines are composed have
the unquallf.ed endorsement of !mores of
medical- leaders--better than any amount
of lay, or npreprofeesional, testimonials.
They are not given away to be experimented with but are sold by all dealers in
medicines at reasonable prices.

•
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By Louis Tracy,

•
-Author of "Wings of the Morning," "The Pillar of
*4*
•••
Light.""Etc.
••••
••••
•••
•••
••
•••
COPYRIGHT. 1904, By EDWARD J. C
•
•
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B. PARKER GIVES
BOND TO APPEAR

Something Entirely New
in a

-

Mailing
Souvenir

Hotel keeper. Charged With
Murder. is Free Again
Excitement in Graves County Over
Suspicions AC(fon% of Strange
Prowler,

Twenty views in and around Paducah, gotten up in the neatest

Reliable

Safe

III VITUTLI
CATALOGUE

PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
KLOWS as the Up-to-Date Buenas Schoen

FR EE

(..., L
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED
et
A COMAS et hoox• I ness Foolish. or Illustrating FREE by NHL
Sank Ing,Ito yiya; persons in each county, dealt-114f"
keeping,
MAIL
,It o rt II and. Pen- i attend a business college, at,., will at ernes,.
'
MI
notice
mental'''. A t ItInnettc, Telegraphy, LetteseCLIP and send this n(mentioning
Writing, Law. Mechanical Drawing, Bust.'paper) to Drauglion's PracUcal BIAS. C011eige:
pAnt'clkit, 314 illtoADWAI;
or Evanstillita, Memphis or Si. Louis.

_ E"
FR E

GRAYSON SPRINGS

KY.

Most noted waters and hatlis IUAnieriea
T 1-1 17. IDEAL. PANIIIL,Ir LE8OFT
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity li00.guchte.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct fiprktgs
BATHS-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Mi:ssage.
AMUSEMENTS-Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting,
Fishing.
Rates $7 ts S1050 per weee $25 to $37.50 per month. Special Rates I. Families, Parties aid
Caterer. Reeticel Round Top Rates of fent over Ohms Central Railrtme

way imaginable, and only

(Continued From Yeetosday.)

Indorsed by Business Men. Incorporated. $300.000.00 Capital
29 Colleges in I e States. inn F. Draught:Ire rm.

1

,
"We•will be delighted:
HICKORY GROVE IS EXCITED
CHAI.TER x ix.
"I will write a check now for 15,000,
EXT morning Mason trudged which kindly place to my credit as
See them at
or to Scarsdale at an early soon as possible. Shall we say the day
Ile ascertained that after tomorrow?"
Ma3field, Ky., July 19.-Ben Parhour.
"That is quite possible. We will use
Green had quitted the Fox
ker, who was indicted at the recent
and Hound, inn in time to catch ,the al) expedition."
term of circuit court for murder,
first train.
"Thank you. You understand, this is
has executed bond in the sum of $1.N1ERCKE 13120., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS KY.
He returned to Grange House with merely a preliminary. I will need a
Miti and now has his liberty unte
Store.
Drug
the dogcart and drove Grenier to much larger sum, but I will pay in my
next session of the circuit court. Mr.
Scarsdale with his luggage, consisting uext check after hearing (rem Lundell
Parker claims that he is innocent of
of Philip's portmanteau and his own, I am not quite sure about the amount
the charge and will be thoroughly
of my private balance at the moment."
together with a hatbox.
able to demonstrate his innonency at
Sale DcIM
The bank innuager assured him there in ever possible variety of meaning. the trial.
Ile touched his cap to ()renter when
the latter smiled affably on him from would be no difficulty whatever muter He gave them the diguity of capitalsBLUE ATtni. They became more lulrvice Exclusively
the luxerd of a that clams carriage, such conditions.
First-Class Only-Passe"
Looked Like Assault.
II.* I 1.1w,".t,Harbor Springs and
T1,rre
and be pocketed a tip with a grin.
Grimier obtained his pass book and explica tile.
Duluth and all Leatcru
M,,.-a.,-eonnoet.r.g
There is lintel] excitement in the
Iu one respect they were effective.
Pl11.1 Canada's.. Point...
A porter was also feed lavishly, and check book after writing a coeds, on
here
of
east
miles
five
neighborhood
1-.
They spoiled his diuner. Ile had steeland ILLINOIS ' ""iling"•"*417
the station master was urbanity itself London before the other man's eyes.
brought about by a colored man atCharle,ois, Nora, •
1
For a small amount an introduction ed himself against every possible term
as be explained the junctions and the
tied 111.toott e.
1 L.
1.,..ry sn.ekday ,eseept
teMpting to take hold of Miss Mary
would have been necessary. In the of surprise, but he was forced to adtime London would be reached.
for trrtne, booklets, rtaor,
Jim Green,
Mr.
Chicago. or
cf
Gleen,
daughter
Co..
Steamship
Mandela
A.
P.
he
days
three
G.
next
the
BEGOLZNE1111.
during
JOS.
that
roit
Left to himself. Mason handed over ease of Philip Ansone the millionaire, a
N. F. CHURCH.G. P. A. Northern Michigan Trans. Co.. Chucago.
or that neighborhood. She was in the
the dogcart to the hostler at the inn, man who handled thousands so readi- must succeed in persuading Evelyn
kitchen preparing dinner wheu she
paid for its hire and again walked to ly, it wei needless. Nlore3ver, his pro- Adler:ley that Philip Anson was alive
and engaged in important matters in turned around and saw him with his
the deserted farm. He surveyed every cedure Wae
6
Yorkshire. That was imperative. Was arms extended ready to take hold of
Inch of the ground floor, carefully rak- neeordirg to bit ..ing business.
Grenier rushed otT to the station. his scheme to be wrecked by a blue her. She made a rush for the door,
ing over the ashes in the grate, scruband called to sonic of the family who
Ltd the passages with a hard broom caught a train for ',retie, went to the atom?
to
Moreover, her query must be answer- were picklng, blackberries, Ind
and water, packed- some few personal bank of a different company with difneighbors, anti related
was,
one
the
of
write
en
to
promise
carried
Ills
and
ed.
agents
London
ferent
belongings
a
in
bag
set
small
and
out
In the
"ME DES, RUBBER,V."
course, a mere device. It would be what had taken place. Mr. Road
again, after lockine the door securely, through the same maneuver.
deputy sheriff, happened to
TENNESSEE
for'a long tramp over the moor. Niue
He returned to York anti secured the manifestly absurd to send her a typePour-Year-1.11d Waif Stops Business
miles of mountain road 'would bring servicen of the hotel typist. Ile wrote written letter, and, exeellently as he be in the neighborhood when the
for :-100 guests. Hates ,;.tio per week and upwards.
in a Department Building.
could copy Philip's signature. he dared alarm was given and he, together
him to another line of railway. Them* to Philip's bankers:
booklet sent on receipt of postal. Write
nepage
Work was suspended in the big
he would book to London and travel
I run transacting some very important not put his skill as a forger to the test with many other men, are scouring
War, State and Navy building for a straight through, arriving at the cap- private business In the north of England of intliting a letter to her, no matter that part of the country hunting for
few minutes recently following the ital late at night and not making the and ha,ye opened temporary accounts how brief. Finally he hit *von a com- the fellow. The girl is about 16 years
the entrance of a precocious youngstet• of slightest attempt to communicate with with the - bank in York and
wired:
bank in Leeds, and I (*all need a con- promise. He
°Bon Aqua,Tenn.
four years, says a Washington tele- ()renter en route.
siderable sum of ready money. Possibly
Stupid of me to omit address. Your
transin
up
mixed
In
sentence
and
Bradford
concluding
gram.
There was little fear of comment or I may also open accounts
Miss May- Milburn, of Paducah,
I have drawn two cheeks mission. Meaning not quite clear. Am
Neatly attired in a blue _gingham Inquiry caused by the disappearance Sheffield-. Today
PHILIP. who has been visiting her cousin.Miss
for £5,000 each. Kindly let me know by feeling so lonely.
suit, but hatless and without stock- of the inhabitants of the Grange return the current balance to my credit.
at Wingo, arrived front
Then he tried to resume his dinner, Opal Milburn,
as I dislike overdrafts and would prefer
-rTS"
ings or snoes to hfde his tanned legs, House.
on a visit to het
morning
this
there
gone.
but his appetite was
he elowly walked through the buildHe and "Dr." Williams were the to realize some securities.
Wilson.
John
Mr.
grandfather,
In postal facilities, owing to its pose
The next letter ran:
ing. He was spied by one of the only residents even alightly known to
ti011 on a main line, York is well served
tepee-ena
Abingdon-Excuse
Dear
My
the
stores
village.
Such
as
distant
and
when asked his bumfwalehmem,
Stop Shipping Whisky.
eut I am horribly busy. The litior- from London. At 9 p. tn, two letters.
they needed they- had paid for. The
fleas he said, with a grin:
The people in aid about Hickory
isnds* affair is a purely family and per- one U bulky package and registered,
an
hotute was hired for a month from
"Oh, nuffinn me des rubberin'."
tonal one. It brings into activity circum- reached hint.
Grove will probably make an effort
He. couldn't or. wouldn't tell his agent in the county town and the rent stances dating far back in my life and In
The letter was from Mr. Abingdon. to enjoin the express company from
the lives of nay parents. Sir Philip is not
who
It
paid
clear
not
advance.
.
was
in
Spend your vacation nn the Great
name'and he was turned over to the
beer to that
even dangerously ill. Lady It briefly acknowledged hts telegram. shipping whisky and
Lakes and travel via the large. safe
owned the place. The agent kept it on dying nor
police as lost property.
Louisa is in Yorkshire. and I am making stated that a man In the Athenaeum place front Padurah and other places,
ml et.infortahle steamers of the
his books until some one should claim arrangements which will close a long
D.1 C. Line. Your local ticket agent
who knew Sir Philip Moriand tad in- says the Messenger. It is said there
you through laoketa ‘ia- taw`
v
standing feud.
it.
inguarded
to
response
In
him
formed
D.& C Line to di (treat Lake It.'Is much complaint from the people
"To Keep Well
Write me here if necessary, but Madly
As the murderer walked and smoked
mammoth new t.S.,...arner cowlsert
ii
exeeedwas
baronet
eonttnomquiries that the
keep lig.cit all business or other
of that little burg as well as lb.? peoh. mission
ing 4-250.0090 will he in
The whole ;ear through," writes L. his reflections were not quite cheerful, ea tions', save those of a very urgent .•haringly well off anti (-alien attention to ple in the surrounding section.
Detroit and CleNuta..nl for
between
A. Bartlett, of Rural Route 1, Guil- now that he could cry "emits" with erter. for at least a week or perhaps ten sonic important leases inclosed which
season 190..
days.
ford, Me., I and my family use Dr. Philip Anson.
Sorry for this enforced absence lrom regnired 1114 sinnature.
TIMETABLE
Dice.
es
,
Holr
U. B.
C. k4.
King's New Life Pills. They have
Ills experiences of the previous night town. It simply cannot be avoided, and
oc, .: P
The other note was from Evelyn. It
MACKINAC DIVISION
Neither he nor I Om sure you will leave a detslled ex- was tender and loving and contained a
C. B. Holmes, the son of Clint
proven most sattafactore to all of as." were not pie:Deane
LwTo,edo Yondayt & Saturdays 9.30 A. M.
,
signed
have
I
meet.
•Tuesdays St Thursdays 4.001'. M.
.
M.
3-0 A.. U
'
5'
u'
Arrive CL
Is: ìaE
nd ir
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one in the world!
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were not identified that confounded po- stood the very frimulty relations that
Wallace Albritton and. Miss Otie
And again came another message:
liceman might be moved to investignte enisted between Philip and his chief
Holmes, and one brother, Mr. VerREMOVED TO THIRD AND
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the proceedings of the curious visitor, agent, and he thought that in adopting
ter, eggs, etc., and announced with
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Wants To Be a Preacher.
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But Mason was not satisfied. Better
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ANOTHER advertising
Special One our Sale
we will have Saturday night
for one hour only--.'7:30 to
8:30. This special includes the
best values yet offered in any
of these sales, and you should
certai \ly take advantage of
these one ,hour prices. Also
take notice of the unknown
item, and let us add that it
will certainly be your loss if
you fail to get this item put
forward during this sale.
20 pieces Simla Silk, iliis season's most
desirable and stylish dress goods,
a 25c value, for this hour, yard.

15c

20 pieces Chiffon Lisse, a beautiful light
weight, dressy summer goods, in all
the desirable shades, worth 35c and 25c
1 yard, for this period,
per yard

15c

15 pieces 36 inch Linen Finish Printed
Linons, a 20c value, for this
hour only, per yard

10c

F tiDAY, ruLY

!Insane Engineer in Charge of
Fast Freight is Finally Overcome
Atlantic, Ia., July
19.-Develop- The traiu's speed increased and Nierk
ing a case of raving Insanity while at hen gave no heed to the grade, going
the throttle of his locomotit.e pulling down hills at a speed that threatened
to dash the train into the ditch.
a heavy freight train over a single
The head brakeman auspected that
track of the Rock Island main line something was wrong
and came forIn Iowa, Benjamin Gerksen, the en- ward to ths engine.
Seeing him
gineer, drove his iron horse from start over tee tender,
Merksen stepValley Junction to Atlantic. a distance ped down trout his
seat in the cab.
of eighty miles, before his fireman The fireman took advantage
of the
was able to overcome him. When the diversion to shut
off the steam. Then
train reached here it required the ef- he clinched with Merksen, who
was
forts of several men to remove the a large and powerful man.
engineer to a hospital.
Fights Like a Demon.
Merksen had been sick and had
Coming over the tender, the brake
not worked for two weeks. He re- man took a hand in the three
cornerported for duty at Des Moines on ed contest. Merksen fought
like a
Tuesday, aird was sent out on his
demon „rand it was some time before
ular run. After leaving Valley Junc- the two men were
able to overcome
tion the fireman. Will Robson, no- him and force him
into a corner. At
ticed that Merksen was talking to this moment the conductor
came
himself. Finally Merksen told the s'-rambling into the
cab and the two
fireman a man was pursuing him. tiaintnen took charge
of the maniac,
trying to force hint to take cocaine while the fireman
took the throttle.
He kept up this harangue despite the
The run from Adair to Atlantic was
efforts of the fireruaa to quiet him. an exciting
one. The fireman dividPulls Throttle Wide Open.
ed his time•between directing the
After leaving Adair Merksen pull- movement of the
engine and shoveled the throttle wide open and got the ing coal into
the firebox, while the
train under at terrific speed. The two trainmen
struggled tO prevent
train tore through the next town at the crazed engineer
from breaking
rate of sixty miles an hour.
away and jumping front the locomoThe fireman knew the train had a tive,
.
meeting point at Atlantic, twentyAtlantic was reached
in safety,
three miles distant, and tried to quiet however, and
the engineer sent to the
the crazed engineer without success. hospital.

KING OSCAR

from Sweden.
His present condition and earning
power.
Whether he is employed in agricultural, mechanical or other
purANXIOUS TO INDUCE RETURN OF suits, or as an unskilled laborer.
When and how often he has visitSWEDISH EMIGRANTS.
•
ed Sweden, his family connections in
Sweden and in the United States, and
In what trades he has been employed
Imitoarial Development of Kingdom in this country.
Is Hampered by buss of So
Tciltors of Swedish nevapapers are
Many Workers.
asked by the royal Swedish statistical
department to publish this request
for information at intervals, and to
Be11 d all data o the royal Swedish con
Chicago, July 19.-Kiug Oscar IS
sulate, 17 State street, New
York
anxious to secure the return to Swe- City. before October 1.
den of the hundreds of thousands o;'.
WEEKLY TOBACCO REPORT.
Swedes who have emigrated to AmerFollowing is the weekly- tobaccoi
ica, and has begun an investigation to
determine what were the conditions report, compiled in hogsheads by Inspector E. R. Miller:
ehich prompted his people to leave Receipts
week
73
the fatherland and what would be
Year
5701
necessary for Sweden to do to induce Offerings
week ........ • • • • •
them to return.
Year
1525
This investigation is a part of the Rejections
industrial awakening which is now Pr.
sampling ...... • • • • ••"
95
on in Sweden, and the recent change Pr. sales
90
fri the post of the Swedish minister Sales
week
9b
to the United States was made with Year
5167
a view to furthering the return of
Swedieh Americans to their father"I suppose you're very old, aren't
land.
you. Mr. Hottbs?•' Why, Gar biee 'cc,
Mr. Lagercrantz, the new minister, Master
Tom, if the
cauld winter
was charged to open a bureau in the winds
don't nip I in the bud I shall
United States through which a Swedbe an octogenarum next spring!" ish American desiring to return Exchange.
might Secure information as to the
conditions in his trade in Sweden and
the probabilities of his prospepring
.
WAIT FOR IT
ther. Consul Ekman. who died reeently in Sweden, left 400,000 crowns
15116.1M0 to the bureau which Mr.
lagerkrantz is to establish.
The editors of Swedish newspapers
and Swedish ministers in Chicago yes
terday received from the "emigration
investigation committee of Stockholm
a circular calling on them to ascer- •
tain front each ef as many as possible of their Swedish-American read•
era and parishonera:
The chief cause of his emigratio:i

25 pieces good quality Gingham, our
10c value, tor this period,
per yard

Another Reduction

TO REDUCE STOCK
Prices Are
Radically Diminished

conditions, not theories, make
prices in this establishment. Slow seasons
and heavy stocks these are conditions which
compel reductions, and if we make them unwillingly we make them just the same.
We've got to create a demand at a time
that no demand exists, and if that doesn't
"knock the spot off of profits" We don't
know what will.

we'll help you to save money
if you'll help us to.reduce Stocks. It is a bargain that is mutually agreeable. These fancy
suits are extremely desirable, and you'll
want them to wear right up to November.
They are Roxhoros they are Hart, Schaffner & Marx, and the lines of other celebrated make's- -high-class, perfectly cut and
made, tasteful in pattern and worth every
penny of their original prices.

25 % DISCOUNT
on our entire stock of Men's and Young
Men's Three Piece Suits, including blues
and blacks. For instance:
$ 7.50 Men's and Young Men's Suits now
10.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now
15.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now
20.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now
25.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now
30.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now
35.00 Men's and Young Men's suits now40.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now

•
•

•
.

15 dozen White Hemstitched Huck
Towels, a 15c value, for this
period

10c

Op.!' lot Ladies' Trimmed Hats, this
season's newest creations, regular $10
and $5 hats, to close oUt,
for this period

$-5.63
• . 7.50
•
11.25
15.00
18.75
• . 22.50
• • 26.75
30.00

25 Per Cent Discount on All
Boys' and Children's Suits

S1,98

One lot of Untrimmed Shapes, worth
$2 and $2.50, for this
period

$2.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now
3.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now
5.00 Boys' and Children's Suits now
6.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now
• 7.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now
10.00 Boys' and Children's Suits now

Bi,g lot Flowers, including alf varieties,
bunches worth $1 to 50c, for
this period to sell at, bunch

25c

Unknown 5peeial

.
.
.
.
.

. . . $1.88
. . . 2.68
.
, 3.75
.
. 4.88
.
. 5.63
.
. 7.50

-

no 9hone trders.

21'o 'Charges

5alien an :Abate *tide.

t

"3020039443

54c

53eAve on 5inte
7:30 to 330

•

This handsome Pitcher made of clear pressed
glass in the popular colonial pattern and six
tumblers to match

25 Per Cent Discount on
Fancy Vests
0%.80q0

•ox floc,
1

Special Saturday 47c
As the tumblers alone sell regularly for 40c
set you see what a bargain we offer.

Noah's Ark Variety. Store

3"AND BROADWAY
ESTA B LISHED /868

TIffiln===c
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